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Abstract
In regions with hydrologic regimes dominated by spring snowmelt, reliable water
resources forecasting and planning require accurate estimates of snow water equivalent (SWE). While various gridded data products can provide such estimates, they
are especially challenging under conditions of mountainous terrain, heavy forest
cover and large snow accumulations. These conditions aptly describe the province
of British Columbia (BC), Canada. SWE values from reanalyses, land data assimilation systems and observation-based data sets were compared with manual
snow surveys over the five physiographic regions of BC. Yearly time series were
generated for each survey month (January through June), and correlation, bias and
mean absolute error (MAE) were found for each product and physiographic region. Better SWE estimates were seen in regions of lower snow accumulation
and land relief, and a product performance ranking found three products to be the
best: ERA-Interim/Land, GLDAS-2 and MERRA. Using the snow surveys as target data, combinations of the gridded SWE products and primary spatiotemporal
covariates (survey date, year, latitude, longitude, elevation and grid cell elevation
differences) were incorporated into multiple linear regression (MLR) and artificial
neural network (ANN) models. The ANN using the best three products was found
to have the lowest overall MAE compared to other products and models. This
base ANN was then enhanced to include terrain covariates (slope, aspect and Terrain Ruggedness Index) and a simple one-layer energy balance snow model driven
by bias-corrected ANUSPLIN temperatures and precipitations. Lagged predictor
values compensated for early snow model melt off. These enhancements further
improved mean station MAE by 10% and correlations by 0.04. The ANN models
were also compared with the Variable Infiltration Capacity model calibrated for
ii

four BC watersheds. While the base ANN produced statistically significant MAE
reductions in one region and correlation increases in two regions, the enhanced
ANN achieved larger improvements that were significant in three and all five regions, respectively. These results demonstrate the promise of machine learning
in fusing complementary information from sophisticated lower-resolution gridded
products and a simple but higher-resolution snow model, improving SWE estimation in challenging contexts.
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Lay Summary
Understanding the amounts of snow received throughout the year is important for
water planning purposes, especially in areas that get a significant portion of their
yearly water supply from snowmelt. British Columbia’s many mountains, dense
forests and high snow accumulations make this an especially challenging task in
this province. The goal of this work is to take existing large-scale data sets and
combine them with local information and actual snow measurements using a machine learning model. The model learns the relationships between the inputs and
the measurements and can then make estimates throughout the province. These
new estimates are compared with the measurements and shown to be on average
significantly better in both amounts and year-to-year changes. This suggests that
the machine learning approach can be used to get better estimates of snow in challenging mountainous areas.
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Preface
The following details the contributions to and publications arising from this work.
Chapter 1. Figure 1.1 was used with permission from the source. William
Hsieh provided this figure and equations and suggested improvements to the descriptions of the perceptron model. Other descriptions including those of the snow
data and gridded products are my original work.
Chapter 2. A version of this chapter was published as Snauffer et al. [2016].
All content is my original work, written with the guidance of my coauthors William
Hsieh and Alex Cannon.
Chapter 3. A version of this chapter was published as a discussion article
in The Cryosphere Discussions as Snauffer et al. [2017] and at the time of thesis submission has been accepted for publication as a peer-reviewed manuscript
in The Cryosphere. Markus Schnorbus provided input on known issues with the
Variable Infiltration Capacity model and on appropriate spatial breakout schemes.
William Hsieh suggested model configurations such as hidden node steps and provided overall guidance and direction. Alex Cannon provided the template calling
function for the R package monmlp as well as an improved description of this
package in the text, plus overall guidance and direction. The remaining content is
my original work.
Chapter 4. This chapter is planned for submission for publication at the time of
thesis submission. R. Dan Moore gave extensive comments on the text and suggestions on selection and use of statistics. Alex Cannon provided the bias-corrected
and regridded ANUSPLIN temperature and precipitation data set. William Hsieh
closely reviewed all figures and provided overall guidance and direction. The final
content is my original work.
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Chapter 5. William Hsieh provided comments and a final summary point on
the abilities of machine learning. All remaining content is my original work.
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Land Surface Model
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MERRA
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Snowpacks on mountains are important for their role in water storage. As they
melt, they supply fresh water to streams and rivers, and for hydro-electricity generation. They are also associated with disasters like floods and droughts.
The amount of water contained in a snowpack is measured in terms of the snow
water equivalent (SWE), which gives the depth of water if the column of snow is
melted. Accurate estimates of winter SWE are vital for hydrologic forecasting
and planning especially when the annual runoff signal is dominated by seasonal
snowmelt. Numerous readily available data products provide such estimates on
basin to hemispheric scales, but all are subject to limitations, especially in regions
of complex topography.
Synoptic-scale circulation patterns associated with Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO), El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Pacific North American Pattern (PNA) have been found to be responsible for up to 75% of mean winter temperature variance and 65% of winter precipitation in British Columbia (BC) [Stahl
et al., 2006b]. Moore and McKendry [1996] identified positive 1966-1976 snow
anomalies and negative 1977-1992 snow anomalies for southern BC or the entire
province, results that accorded with changes in sea surface temperatures and PNA
circulation patterns. In the Columbia basin to the south of the province, Hsieh and
Tang [2001] found negative SWE anomalies during high PNA and El Niño years,
with high PNA modes exerting the most impact. Thus changes in SWE over interannual/interdecadal time scales present additional challenges and opportunities in
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managing this important resource.
In this dissertation, the problem of improving SWE estimates is approached via
machine learning.

1.1

Machine Learning

Long before the days of mainframes and vacuum tubes, people dreamed of intelligent devices [Nilsson, 2009]. Today those dreams are rapidly becoming reality in
the field of machine learning, a dominant branch of artificial intelligence. Machine
learning [Bishop, 2006, Murphy, 2012] has been applied to a wide variety of computational challenges, including self-driving automobiles, handwriting and speech
recognition, object recognition in computer vision, robotics and computer games,
natural language processing, brain–machine interfaces, medical diagnosis, DNA
classification, search engines, spam and fraud detection, and stock market analysis. Machine learning has also been applied to the environmental sciences [Hsieh,
2009], including hydrology [Govindaraju and Rao, 2000, Abrahart et al., 2008].
Although machine learning had originally evolved with almost no interaction with
statistics, in more recent decades, many machine learning methods have been cast
on a probabilistic framework [Murphy, 2012], with increasing interaction between
machine learning and statistics.
Machine learning as a science has its roots in the McCulloch and Pitts [1943]
model. The model described binary threshold units or “neurons”, which output one
or zero depending on whether the weighted sum of inputs from other units is more
or less than a threshold, and hence whether or not it is activated. Networks of these
neurons were shown to be capable of performing calculations, though there was no
mechanism for finding weight and offset parameters.
The perceptron model pioneered by [Rosenblatt, 1958, 1962] and [Widrow and
Hoff, 1960] was the next significant advancement. Consisting of an input layer of
neurons (or nodes) connected to an output layer, the perceptron model incorporated
a learning algorithm for finding weight and offset parameters. The addition of
hidden layers of neurons between the input and output layers led to the multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) model. With one hidden layer (Figure 1.1), the MLP model
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maps the input signals xi to the hidden neurons h j by
h j = f (∑ w ji xi + b j ) ,

(1.1)

i

where f is called an activation function, and the hyperbolic tangent function is a
common choice for f . The model output is
yk = g(∑ w̃k j h j + b̃k ) ,

(1.2)

j

where the activation function g is commonly chosen to be the identity function for
nonlinear regression problems, so yk is simply a linear combination of the hidden
neurons h j . The parameters w ji and w̃k j are called weights, and b j and b̃k are called
offset or bias parameters.
MLP training uses nonlinear minimization of the objective or cost function J to
find the optimal values of the weight and offset parameters. J is commonly based
on the mean squared error (MSE) between the model output yk and the target data
ydk ,
1 N
J= ∑
N n=1

(

)
1
(n)
(n) 2
[yk − ydk ] ,
2∑
k

(1.3)

where N is the number of observations. Network parameters were not solvable until Rumelhart et al. [1986] applied the back-propagation algorithm, actually derived
earlier by Werbos [1974]. The original method for minimizing the objective function, known as gradient descent, computes the gradient of the objective function by
backward propagation of model errors and steps along this gradient toward a minimum, a very slow process. Improvements in the speed of convergence were seen by
the development of the conjugate gradient algorithm [Fletcher and Reeves, 1964],
which extended the linear conjugate gradient developed by Hestenes and Stiefel
[1952] to nonlinear problems, and quasi-Newton methods, such as the BroydenFletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method later enhanced by Luenberger [1984].
As the objective function J has multiple local minima, the nonlinear optimization algorithm starting with different random initial weights and offset parameters
could converge to different local minima. Hence it is common to train an ensemble
of MLP models with different random initializations. The output of the individual
3
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Figure 1.1: A schematic artificial neural network with one hidden layer, where xi ,
h j and yk denote, respectively, the input variables, hidden neurons and output
variables (source: Hsieh [2009, Figure 4.4]).

ensemble members is then simply averaged.
With enough hidden neurons, the MLP model can fit a data signal including
the noise with arbitrary accuracy, which can lead to overfitting. To prevent this, the
data are often divided into training and validation sets. While continued training
leads to lower error in the training set, the error in the validation set will drop but
then eventually increase. The technique of halting the training when the validation
error reaches a minimum is called early stopping and is commonly used with MLP
neural networks [Hsieh, 2009].
The number of layers of hidden neurons can also be adjusted. While a single hidden layer is adequate to model any nonlinear continuous function [Bishop,
2006], very complex representations may benefit from additional layers. Many
readily available MLP packages such as the R package monmlp [Cannon, 2015]
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are limited to one or two hidden layers. The addition of many hidden layers allows
the MLP model to learn highly complex mapping relationships. In this way MLP
has evolved into so-called “deep learning” [Goodfellow et al., 2016], now at the
forefront of modern machine learning research.

1.2
1.2.1

Snow Water Equivalent Measurement
Manual Snow Surveys

Manual snow surveys (MSS) are conducted by the BC Ministry of Environment’s
Snow Survey Program. In situ measurements of snow depth and SWE throughout
the province are taken through this program, the guiding principle of which is
measurement consistency. Survey sites, which are typically located between 1000
and 2000 meters above sea level (masl), are sampled year after year. Five to ten
points are chosen at each site within an area that is ideally sheltered with little
overhead canopy coverage. Measurements are made with a Standard Federal Snow
Sampler, an aluminum tube with a cutter bit affixed to the end. The tube is pounded
into the snowpack and used to extract a core of snow, which is measured for length
and weighed using a scale calibrated in centimeters of water equivalent depth.
The timing of the measurements is the beginning of the month January through
June, plus midmonth May and June, within a window of ±5 days. Not all sites are
measured at each survey interval. The beginning of April sees the most surveys
taken throughout the year, since this is the time of the largest accumulations for
most sites. Lower elevation sites see little to no snow late in the season, so these
sites are not scheduled for sampling. Records for some sites go back as far as 1935,
though sites have been dropped and added throughout the years. Of 470 total sites
in the Snow Survey database, 256 have at least ten years of measurements from
1980 to 2010.

1.2.2

Automated Snow Weather Stations

Automated Snow Weather Stations (ASWS) are monitoring stations located throughout the province which contain basic meteorological instruments and a device to
measure SWE, either a snow scale or snow pillow. The ASWS network is made up
5

of stations operated by the Ministry of Environment, BC Hydro, Rio Tinto Alcan
and the Greater Vancouver Water District. Of the 71 stations that have ever been
set up, 51 are currently operational.
Snow scales and pillows determine SWE by recording the height of antifreeze
solution pushed up a standpipe by the weight of the snow. Stations also include
temperature sensors, precipitation gauges and snow depth sensors, which measure
the distance to the snow surface from a fixed point above using sensors similar
to those in autofocus cameras. The measurements are transmitted hourly to the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) system for relay back
to the BC River Forecast Centre, which computes and published daily SWE data.
Data from the ASWS (as well as those from the MSS) are available through the BC
River Forecast Centre website (https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/
air-land-water/water/drought-flooding-dikes-dams/river-forecast-centre, updated as

of December 31, 2017).

1.3

Gridded Products

Numerous readily available data products provide continuous gridded SWE estimates. These products vary in temporal and spatial extent, but they generally offer at a minimum hemisphere-wide to global coverage throughout the satellite era
(i.e. 1980-present). Broadly speaking, these products can be grouped into several
classes.
Reanalysis products rely on the integration of large and varied data sets of earth
observations. These observations can include data from satellites, meteorological
stations, aircraft, radiosondes, ships and buoys. The key to reanalyses is ingesting of climate data using an unchanging data assimilation scheme. Two stateof-the-art reanalyses are widely used. The European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011] uses its
Integrated Forecast System (IFS) to incorporate state measurements of land, sea
and air. Similarly, the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, or MERRA [Rienecker et al., 2011], relies on the Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation System Version 5 (GEOS-5) for assimilating a
host of observational data. These two reanalyses also have associated off-line re-
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plays with updated land surface models (LSMs) and precipitation adjustments that
seek to improve the representation of land surface states. ERA-Interim/Land [Balsamo et al., 2015], hereinafter identified as ERALand, uses a recent version of the
land surface scheme HTESSEL (Hydrology-Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface
Exchanges over Land) and precipitation adjustments based on the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) v2.1. MERRA-Land [Reichle et al., 2011]
utilizes the Fortuna-2.5 LSM with the NOAA Climate Prediction Center “Unified”
(CPCU) precipitation product.
Another key class of available gridded SWE data is the land data assimilation system (LDAS), which represents the land surface using observational and/or
reanalysis forcings in a LSM. NASA’s Global Land Data Assimilation System
(GLDAS) [Rodell et al., 2004] applies meteorological forcing data sets to one of
four possible LSMs: Common Land Model (CLM) V2.0, Mosaic, Noah Model
3.3 and the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model. GLDAS1 relies on three
different forcing data sets: the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) atmospheric analysis fields, disaggregated Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis
of Precipitation (CMAP) fields, and Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) radiation
values. GLDAS2 uses only the Princeton meteorological dataset [Sheffield et al.,
2006].
A final class a gridded SWE products is based primarily on observational
data. GlobSnow Pulliainen et al. [1999] uses the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) snow microwave emission model, satellite-derived passive microwave
brightness temperature and a background snow depth field built by kriging interpolation of synoptic observations. The Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC)
Daily Snow Depth Analysis Data [Brown and Brasnett, 2015] similarly utilizes
interpolated observations to create a gridded snow depth field along with a simple
snow model driven by the Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) forecast model
to create monthly SWE estimates.
Further information for all of the above data products is presented in Section
2.3.1.

7

1.4

Research Goal and Objectives

The overall goal of this work is to improve estimates of SWE in mountainous regions, in particular the province of BC. Several gridded data products include continuous SWE fields at a variety of spatial and temporal resolutions in BC. Many
such products struggle to accurately represent SWE in mixed alpine regions of
complex topography, dense landcover and very high snow accumulations, conditions that aptly describe BC. The first objective of this work is to compare eight
selected gridded SWE products with in situ SWE measurements. Correlations, biases and mean absolute errors (MAEs) are generated for each product based on
manual snow surveys. Biases and MAEs are further normalized to make comparisons independent of the magnitude of SWE accumulation. Gridded SWE products
are ranked by overall performance across the province.
A second objective is to determine which combination(s) of gridded SWE products in a machine learning algorithm are most effective in estimating SWE. Six of
the ranked products have temporal coverage through the satellite era (1980-2010):
ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011], ERALand [Balsamo et al., 2015], MERRA [Rienecker et al., 2011], MERRALand [Reichle et al., 2011], GLDAS2 [Rodell et al.,
2004] and GlobSnow Pulliainen et al. [1999]. Each of six products is run in an
ANN with a base set of site covariates but in isolation from the other products.
All combinations of the top three products as well as combinations of the top four
through six products are further run with the same covariates. Mean station correlations and MAEs of the ANNs, determined using cross-validation, are compared
with those of the original gridded products and their means, likewise configured
multiple linear regression (MLR) models and the calibrated Variable Infiltration
Capacity (VIC) model [Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, 2014].
The third objective is to improve the best performing machine learning model
based on a data fusion of gridded SWE products by incorporating additional data
sources. Such data include enhanced terrain covariates and modeled SWEs from a
simple one-layer snow model. Enhanced terrain covariates are calculated using the
GLOBE 1-km DEM [Hastings et al., 1999]. The SnowMelt snow model [Walter
et al., 2005] is driven by gridded temperature and precipitation fields [Hopkinson
et al., 2011, McKenney et al., 2011] bias-corrected to climate normals [Wang et al.,
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2012]. Finally, the best performing ANN is used to generated a high-resolution
SWE map for the entire province of BC. The three objectives are pursued sequentially in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
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Chapter 2

Gridded Product Comparison
2.1

Introduction

Winter snow is the primary source of moisture storage over much of western North
America in winter and spring [Wood and Lettenmaier, 2006]. Snow depth is important in both numerical weather prediction and climate modeling applications
as it controls the ground surface thermal insulation and hence the strength of the
land-atmosphere coupling, providing lower atmosphere boundary conditions over
snow-covered regions [Dutra et al., 2012]. Snow water equivalent (SWE), defined
as the depth of a layer of water having the same mass and area, is more useful for
hydrologists than snow depth because it represents the amount of water available to
the ecosystem once the snow melts. Snow density, which can be used to find SWE
from snow depth, has been shown to vary from 50 kg m-3 for new snow at low
air temperatures [Cordisco et al., 2006] to over 550 kg m-3 for ripened snowpacks
[Anderton et al., 2004]. However, a recent study [Sturm et al., 2010] using a set
of 25,668 snow measurements from three countries and two continents found that
50% of all bulk density measurements for seasonal snow lie in a range between
244 and 375 kg m-3 , and 80% lie between 194 and 435 kg m-3 . While there are numerous ways to measure site-specific SWE, finding accurate distributions of SWE
on a regional scale can be a challenging task. Over large regions, remote sensing
of microwave radiation signatures has been used to infer SWE [Chang et al., 1987,
Tong et al., 2010, Kongoli et al., 2004].
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While the science behind remote microwave sensing of snowpack has been
developing for many years, several environmental factors have limited increases in
the accuracy of the methods. One of the most challenging is forests, still covering
much of British Columbia (BC), which present two-fold difficulties. Plants are
a strong absorber and block much of the upwelling microwave radiation in both
the 19 and 37 GHz bands [Langlois et al., 2011]. Forests also exhibit a strong
influence on snow distributions by canopy interception, radiation balance changes
and wind speed reductions, resulting in reductions in accumulation by up to 40%
and ablation by up to 70% relative to nearby open areas [Varhola et al., 2010], and
making forest cover the most highly correlated variable for snow accumulation and
melting.
Following land cover, elevation is generally the second best predictor of SWE
[Varhola et al., 2010]. Sites at higher altitudes experience lower temperatures, resulting in earlier starts to the snow season as well as later melting than comparable
sites at lower elevations. The effect of land cover is itself affected by elevation,
with larger differences in melting between forests and clearcuts seen at higher altitudes. Topography can also impede remote sensing of the snowpack by enhancing
redistribution (i.e. falling or blowing from higher peaks into deeper valleys), complicating SWE retrieval algorithms. Previous studies of topographic controls on the
redistribution of snow by wind [Anderton et al., 2004] further highlight the connection and at times complex interplay between topography and land cover, both
of which are also independent predictors of SWE.
Beyond microwave retrieval algorithms, numerous tools have been developed
to make large-scale estimates of SWE. Land Data Assimilation Systems (LDAS)
represent the land surface using ground-based observational data products, remotely sensed products and/or reanalysis forcings in a land surface model (LSM).
NASA’s Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) runs on one of four
LSMs with two possible meteorological forcings [Rodell et al., 2004]. GLDAS1
uses a combination of three meteorological forcing datasets for 1979 to present,
while GLDAS2 is forced only by the Princeton meteorological dataset [Sheffield
et al., 2006] for the period 1948-2010.
Reanalysis products ingest a large number of earth observations over a long historical period into a numerical weather prediction model using an unchanging data
11

assimilation scheme to produce a consistent climatological record. The European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis ERA-Interim
[Dee et al., 2011] uses the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) to assimilate land surface, oceanographic, atmospheric and spaceborne measurements from a host of
sources. Similar data sources are assimilated using the Goddard Earth Observing
System Data Assimilation System Version 5 (GEOS-5) to produce the ModernEra Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, or MERRA [Rienecker
et al., 2011].
A special class of reanalysis products focuses on improving the representation
of land surface processes. A strategy for doing this is to run an offline rerun of
just the land processes with improved land surface models and/or forcings. Such
products exist for both ERA-Interim and MERRA. ERA-Interim/Land [Balsamo
et al., 2015], hereinafter referred to as ERALand, utilizes both the improved land
surface scheme HTESSEL (Hydrology-Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land) and precipitation adjustments based on the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project (GPCP) v2.1. MERRA-Land [Reichle et al., 2011] likewise
updates the land surface model to Fortuna-2.5 and incorporates the NOAA Climate
Prediction Center “Unified” (CPCU) precipitation product.
Finally a number of gridded products are derived from observational datasets.
Two such datasets are GlobSnow [Pulliainen, 2006], which bases its SWE product on the combination of satellite-based microwave radiometer and ground-based
weather station data, and the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) Daily Snow
Depth Analysis [Brown and Brasnett, 2015], which starts with a first guess field
and then builds gridded snow output from observations using optimal interpolation. Further details on all these products are given in the description of methods.
Inter-dataset spreads have been previously characterized for these datasets for
the entire Northern Hemisphere [Mudryk et al., 2015]. The datasets were found
to exhibit higher consistency over boreal forest vs. alpine regions. Much of BC,
however, is mountainous, particularly along the coast, throughout the north, and in
the southeast. Therefore, an evaluation of these products over BC may give insight
into their relative performance in this topographically challenging area.
The objective of this study is to compare various gridded products with in situ
snow survey measurements over five physiographic regions of BC. The compari12

son of point measurements to areal averages provided by the gridded products is
clearly imperfect. Single location snow measurements cannot appropriately represent entire cells when applied to coarse grid SWE datasets [Mudryk et al., 2015].
Given the sparseness of measurements, it is not possible to fully capture subgrid
spatial variability. SWE is strongly influenced by topographic controls and in particular elevation. Differences between station altitude and mean grid cell elevation
can lead to over- or underestimation, and thus some level of irreducible error. This
caveat aside, correlations computed using interannual time series can show ability
to reproduce interannual deviations. Furthermore, seasonal trends in bias and MAE
would be largely unaffected by the absolute values of these measures. Therefore,
the comparisons employed in this work can yield some insight into the performance
of the products, issues of scale notwithstanding.
The general goal of the effort is to determine which products best represent
both the magnitude and the interannual variability in BC. Such a result will also
prove useful to efforts to utilize one or more of the evaluated products such as in
a data fusion project using multiple predictors to generate a large-scale SWE field.
Furthermore, evaluating how well a range of snow products representing multiple
model classes (reanalyses, LDAS and observation-based) estimate SWE in this
particularly challenging region will yield insight into context-specific performance
and more generally provide guidance on the use of such datasets in mountainous,
forested regions.

2.2

Study Area

British Columbia is Canadian province on the west coast of North America situated
north of the continental United States and south of the US state of Alaska. It is a
large and diverse province 95.2 million hectares in area. BC stretches from 48°N
to 60°N and 114°W to 140°W. Prominent features include a jagged coastline with
many islands and several large mountain chains running approximately parallel to
the coast. Much of the province is cool, moist and forested, though Mediterranean,
semi-arid, subarctic and alpine climates are also found [British Columbia Ministry
of Forests, 1995]. Mountainous areas in particular receive large amounts of winter
snow, generating yearly freshets that can lead to extensive lowland flooding but
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which also supply much of the water demand during the dry summer months.
British Columbia can be separated into five physiographic regions: the Coast
Mountains and Islands, Interior Plateau, Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains, and Interior Plains. These regions, overlaid on a digital elevation model [Hastings et al., 1999], are shown in
Figure 2.1, and Table 2.1 compares region characteristics including area, mean elevation and mean Terrain Ruggedness Index, TRI, as defined by Riley et al. [1999].
The number of stations and mean MSS SWE values by survey month for 19802009 are also shown. Comparing the SWE values, April is found to be the month
of highest mean accumulation across all regions and hence will be used as the time
of mean peak SWE throughout.
The Interior Plains region of BC, hereafter referred to as the “BC Plains”, occupies the northeast corner of the province. It is the region of lowest relief and
mean elevation, 642 masl (meters above sea level). Separated from the coast by
hundreds of kilometers, this region receives the least snow of all physiographic regions, with a mean April SWE of 88 mm. It is the smallest region by area (10.6
million hectares), and though there are only 5 snow stations here, the flat topography and inland location mean that high snow variability is not characteristic of
this region, although wind drifting can generate high variability in low-relief landscapes.
Situated in the middle of the province, the Interior Plateau has twice the area
and elevation of the BC Plains. Except for major rivers and the highlands on the
eastern margin, the topography is still relatively flat. It is the second lowest region
of accumulation based on an average April snow survey value of 283 mm, and it
has the most snow stations of all physiographic regions.
The Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains is the largest region in the
province at 28.6 million hectares. The plateaus to the north have a flat to rolling
topography, while the mountain ranges are lower than those of other regions. Overall it is a moderately rugged region and receives intermediate snow accumulation
relative to other regions, with a mean measured April SWE value of 337 mm.
The Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies in the southeast has the highest mean elevation of all regions (1599 masl). Several rugged mountain belts and
steep-sided valleys comprise this region. It has the second highest snow accumu14

Figure 2.1: Physiographic Regions of British Columbia, Canada, overlaid on the
GLOBE 1-km DEM. Elevations are shown according to the legend with units of
meters above sea level. The five physiographic regions are outlined in red: (A)
BC Plains, (B) Interior Plateau, (C) Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains, (D) Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, and (E) Coast Mountains
and Islands. SWE accumulation generally increases from region A to region E.
Manual Snow Survey station locations are indicated by green dots. Inset: A
map of Canada (source: Wikimedia Commons) shows BC highlighted in red.
The province is bordered to the south by the continental United States (USA)
and to the west by the US state of Alaska (AK).
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lation in the province with an average of 565 mm SWE measured during April
surveys, as well as the highest average station density (70 stations per 11.3 million
hectares).
The Coast Mountains and Islands lines the jagged coastline of the Pacific Ocean
and spans the entire north-south extent of the province. It is comprised of two
major parallel mountain belts and a submerged coastal trough. This highly rugged
region has the greatest snow accumulations in the province. April mean SWE for
1980-2009 at stations here is 782 mm.
A glimpse of SWE spatial patterns for these regions is presented in Figure 2.2.
ERALand April 1 SWE maps are shown for high snow year 1999 (April mean
SWE 738 mm) and low snow year 2005 (April mean SWE 345 mm). During the
high snow year, large areas of high accumulations are particularly noticeable in the
southern part of the Coast Mountains and Islands. Conversely the Interior Plateau
is nearly snow free in April during the low snow year. Considering time series of
observed SWE during this same period (Figure 2.3) shows the difference in these
years is particularly prominent in regions of higher accumulation. While most of
the gridded products do a fairly good job of representing lower accumulations of
SWE (Figure 2.3a), they all struggle to capture very high accumulations (Figure
2.3e). Spatiotemporal patterns such as these will be analyzed by generation of
yearly time series and determining median statistics by region.
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Figure 2.2: ERALand SWE maps for April 1 for the high and low years (a) 1999 and
(b) 2005, respectively. The five physiographic regions of BC are outlined in red
for reference. Grayscale shading indicates mm SWE according to the legend,
while white indicates SWE values over 1000 mm.
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Figure 2.3: SWE time series for snow course stations and gridded products in each of
the 5 physiographic regions of BC: (a) station 4C05 Fort Nelson Airport in the
BC Plains, (b) station 2F11 Isintok Lake in the Interior Plateau, (c) station 4B08
Mount Cronin in the Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains, (d) station
2A25 Kirbyville Lake in the Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, and
(e) station 1D08 Stave Lake in the Coast Mountains and Islands. Note that MSS
are point measurements, while gridded products are spatially distributed.
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Table 2.1: Physiographic Region Summary

Region
BC Plains
Interior Plateau
Northern & Central Plateaus & Mountains
Columbia Mountains & Southern Rockies
Coast Mountains & Islands

Area (×106 ha)

Mean TRI (m)

# stations

10.6
21.1
28.6
11.3
25.3

67
158
268
485
560

5
81
43
70
57

Jan
49
155
253
309
402

Mean SWE (mm)
Feb Mar Apr May
68
84
89
15
196 258 286 237
276 343 397 378
428 515 590 581
523 673 840 821

Jun
0
173
331
387
637
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2.3

Methods

Because there is considerable variability in the climate and topography throughout
the region, SWE is far from a homogeneous field. To examine the performance
of the evaluated gridded products in a spatial context, it is instructive to consider
the evaluation statistics in various subdomains. Each of the five physiographic
regions shown in Figure 2.1 and described in the previous section has a distinctive
topographic profile, climate context and mean SWE accumulation. These regions
thus provide a basis for such a spatial examination.

2.3.1

Data Sources

In order to evaluate the usefulness of gridded products in estimating regional-scale
SWE, values from several gridded snow products were compared with in situ manual snow survey measurements over province of BC. Classes of SWE gridded products include observational and satellite-based products, reanalyses, and land data
assimilation systems. These products are summarized in Table 2.2 and described
in further detail in this section.
Table 2.2: Gridded SWE Product Data Evaluated in this Study

Product

Class

GlobSnow
CMC
GLDAS1
GLDAS2
ERAInterim
ERALand
MERRA
MERRALand

observational
observational
LDAS
LDAS
reanalysis
reanalysis
reanalysis
reanalysis

Spatial
Resolution
25 km
24 km
0.25°
0.25°
0.75°
0.75°
1/2°× 2/3°
1/2°× 2/3°

Temporal
Range
Dec 1979-May 2011
Aug 1998-Jun 2012
Feb 2000-Jun 2012
Dec 1978-Jun 2010
Jan 1979-Jun 2012
Jan 1979-Dec 2010
Jan 1979-Jun 2012
Jan 1980-Jun 2012

Temporal
Resolution
daily
monthly*
daily
daily
daily
daily
daily
daily

*Monthly values evaluated against beginning of month survey.

2.3.1.1

Manual Snow Surveys (MSS)

Manual snow surveys are conducted at sites throughout BC by the Snow Survey
Network Program for the BC River Forecast Centre. The results of these surveys
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are used to estimate flood risk and water supply outlook through freshet and summer. Five or ten points along a course or path within the area are sampled at each
site using a Standard Federal Snow Sampler, which extracts a column of snow and
is then weighed to determine SWE. Though the number of surveys in the historical
record varies by survey month and year, the locations of sites remains consistent so
that interannual comparisons are possible. The surveys are conducted up to 8 times
a year, once at beginning of months January through June and once mid-month in
May and June. Mid-month surveys are not considered in this work, meaning up
to 6 surveys per year are included. Data from snow pillows at Automated Snow
Weather Stations (ASWS) are also not included, as they were found to include numerous errors and require a concerted quality control effort. There are currently
167 active and 216 inactive manual snow survey sites within the province, some
with records going back as far as 1935. For the purposes of this work, manual snow
surveys are considered the basis of comparison for evaluating gridded products.
2.3.1.2

GLDAS

The Global Land Data Assimilation System [Rodell et al., 2004] uses advanced
land surface modeling plus data assimilation and/or reanalysis forcing to represent
the land surface state. Satellite and ground observations are ingested and used to
drive one of four offline land surface models (LSMs): Mosaic, CLM2, Noah, or
VIC. The Noah LSM is available at the highest resolution (0.25°) and is used for
this study.
Two different versions of GLDAS exist. The primary difference in these versions is the application of meteorological forcings schemes. GLDAS1 uses a combination of Climate Prediction Center’s Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP)
for mean rain rate, Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) shortwave and longwave
radiation, and other meteorological forcings from NCEP’s Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS), producing a high quality forcing set from mid-2001 onward. GLDAS2 is forced by the Princeton meteorological dataset, a reanalysis
product that uses observational products for bias correction, and is suitable for
long term studies. Other parameters are specified as follows. Vegetation sub-grid
variability is simulated by tiling a 1-km global vegetation dataset. GLDAS1 land
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cover is based on the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), while
GLDAS2 uses the Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Classification scheme is based on that used in the land surface model. GLDAS1 remaps
the various schemes to University of Maryland (UMD) vegetation types, but no
such re-mapping is performed for GLDAS2; for instance the modified IGBP 20category (16 IGBP vegetation classes plus 3 tundra classes) is used in the GLDAS2
Noah implementation. Soils information for GLDAS1 is based on the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) Soil Map of the World, while for GLDAS2 soil
texture maps from the LSM developers were used, which in the case of the Noah
LSM is the FAO 16-category soil texture class. Topography in both products
is defined by the GTOPO30 Global 30 Arc Second (∼1 km) Elevation Dataset.
GLDAS model data were downloaded from the Goddard Earth Sciences Data and
Information Services Center (GES DISC) on July 2, 2014 at the following URL:
http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/hydrology/data-holdings.

2.3.1.3

ERA-Interim and ERA-Interim/Land

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011] is a global reanalysis product covering 1979 to
present. Data from a wide range of land surface, oceanographic, atmospheric and
spaceborne measurement systems are assimilated by the Integrated Forecast System (IFS). The IFS version used to produce ERA-Interim (Cy31r2) was released in
2006. Atmospheric and surface parameters are represented globally at a resolution
of approximately 80 km (T255 spectral) at 60 vertical levels. Atmospheric fields
are available at 6 hour intervals with vertical integrals available daily, while surface fields are produced every 3 hours. Monthly averages are available for surface,
single level and model level fields, as well as forecast parameters for the four main
synoptic hours: 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC.
ERA-Interim/Land [Balsamo et al., 2015] is an offline land surface simulation
produced with the latest ECMWF land surface model and driven by ERA-Interim
meteorological forcings. The Hydrology-Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land (HTESSEL) land surface model includes a number of enhancements to the TESSEL scheme used in ERA-Interim. These enhancements include
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the use of globally varying soil textures, an improved runoff representation, a new
snow scheme, a vegetation climatology based on satellite measurements, and an
evaporation formulation using a lower stress threshold for bare soil. Precipitation
adjustments were also made by bias correcting the ERA-Interim precipitation estimates based on the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) v2.1 data.
The ERA-Interim/Land reanalysis dataset has been compared and verified against
numerous ground-based and remotely sensed observations, including those for soil
moisture, snow depth, surface albedo, turbulent latent and sensible fluxes, and river
discharges. These comparisons have found that this dataset represents an overall
improvement in land surface representation.
2.3.1.4

MERRA and MERRA-Land

The Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications [Rienecker
et al., 2011] reanalysis is a gridded product created by NASA. This reanalysis uses
a fixed assimilation system, the Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation System Version 5 (GEOS-5), to incorporate NASA’s EOS observations into
a coherent representation of mass and energy flows from the earth’s surface to
the upper atmosphere. Native horizontal spatial resolution is 1/2° latitude × 2/3°
longitude. On land 2D diagnostics such as surface fluxes, vertical integrals and
land states are available at 1-hour intervals; 3-hourly atmospheric diagnostics on
42 pressure levels are available at coarser (1.25°) resolution, while analyses on 72
levels extending up through the stratosphere are available every 6 hours at native
resolution.
MERRA-Land [Reichle et al., 2011] is an offline rerun of the MERRA land
model with two notable differences. Precipitation forcing was based on merging
the global gauge-based NOAA Climate Prediction Center “Unified” (CPCU) precipitation product [Chen et al., 2008] with MERRA precipitation. CPCU V1.0 was
used for the period 1979-2005, and real-time CPCU was used for 2006 to present.
Secondly, the land surface model was updated to Fortuna-2.5, used in GEOS-5.7.2
operationally since August 2011. As a result of these changes, documented improvements over MERRA including increases in runoff and snow depth skill suggest MERRA-Land is more accurate and is thus recommended for land surface
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studies [Reichle et al., 2011]. Inconsistencies in the precipitation forcings for this
product, however, have called into question its ability to accurately represent SWE
[Reichle, 2012].
2.3.1.5

GlobSnow

GlobSnow [Pulliainen, 2006, Luojus et al., 2010, Takala et al., 2011] is a product
of the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI). The algorithm relies on a forward
model of observed brightness temperature (Tb ) as a function of snow pack properties. Effective snow grain size is estimated locally by fitting the results of a snow
emission model to the measured brightness temperature channel difference most
commonly used to derive SWE (19 GHz − 37 GHz). A background field of snow
depths is then created by applying kriging interpolation to synoptic snow depth
observations, and the associated background SWE is estimated using snow density
reference information. Finally retrieved SWE is found by weighting these values by their estimated variances. The SWE product is mapped to the Equal-Area
Scalable Earth Grid (EASE-Grid) at a resolution of 25 km. Thematic accuracy is
targeted to be 30-40 mm SWE for accumulations of less than 150 mm SWE. The
data available by public ftp includes all non-mountainous areas in the Northern
Hemisphere. A prototype “mountains unmasked” dataset including all of BC was
obtained from FMI on May 26, 2013.
2.3.1.6

CMC

The Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) Daily Snow Depth Analysis Data
[Brown and Brasnett, 2015] is a Northern Hemisphere subset of the CMC global
daily snow depth. The dataset is based on snow depth observations from surface
synoptic observations (synops), meteorological aviation reports (metars) and special aviation reports (SAs). A simple snow accumulation and melt model driven by
outputs from the CMC Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) forecast model
is first used to create a first-guess snow field, and then the gridded snow depth
output is generated from observations using optimal interpolation. Monthly SWE
estimates are created using a table of mean monthly snow density values for various snow-climate land classes over Canada: tundra, taiga, maritime, ephemeral,
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prairie and alpine [Sturm et al., 1995] and projected to a standard 24 km polar
stereographic grid [Brown and Mote, 2009].

2.3.2

Assignment of Grid Cells and Construction of Time Series

Each manual snow survey site was matched with its containing grid cell for each
gridded product. Averaging of snow survey measurements for stations within a
single grid cell was explored, but differences in available dates meant that more
than 40% of the observations would be discarded, an unacceptably high loss given
the limited data available. Each station was therefore considered separately in
the analysis. Yearly time series consisting of observations for all available years
for each station and survey were constructed. Up to 6 yearly time series, one
for each survey date, potentially represent each station, depending on observation
availability. The median number of years considered for each product and survey
is shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Gridded SWE Product Median Number of Years Analyzed by Survey
Month

Product
GlobSnow
CMC
GLDAS1
GLDAS2
ERAInterim
ERALand
MERRA
MERRALand

Jan
21.5
13
11
21
22
21
22
22

Feb
28
13
12
28
30
28
30
29

Mar
29
14
13
30
32
30
32
31

Apr
30
14
13
30
32
30
32
31

May
30
14
13
30
31.5
30
31.5
31

Jun
13
13
12
18
18
18
18
17.5

For each gridded product, a single SWE value on or closest to the date of each
observation was used in the time series. The following filters were applied. For
daily gridded products, a maximum of 7 days was allowed between the observation
date and that of the product. The reason for the use of a ± 7 day window was that
some gridded products are not available every day, so it was necessary to find the
closest date when an exact match was not found. SWE values represented on dates
that differed from those of the observations by more than 7 days were not used.
For monthly products, the window was ± 2 weeks, and the mid-May and mid-June
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surveys were not evaluated. Time series that were less than 10 years long were also
discarded. Stations were then grouped by physiographic region.

2.3.3

Performance Scores

Using the constructed parallel time series between the evaluated gridded products
and manual snow surveys, various performance metrics were calculated in order
to describe their relationship. The metrics were then used to rank the products
according to their relative values. Knowing how each evaluated product ranks in
comparison with the others gives insight into which products best capture interannual variability, estimate mean snow state, and minimize overall error. This knowledge in turn will help in the selection of products for use in estimating snow in
BC and in future research on improving snow estimation methods. The following
metrics were calculated and used in this ranking.
2.3.3.1

Pearson Correlation

The Pearson correlation is defined as the covariance of two time series, x and y,
divided by the product of the standard deviations of each respective series, as follows:
rxy =
where
cov(x, y) =

1 N
∑ (xi − x)(yi − y),
N − 1 i=1

s
sx =

cov(x, y)
,
sx sy

1 N
∑ (xi − x)2 ,
N − 1 i=1

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

and likewise for sy . N is the number of observations in each interannual time series
of survey months (January, February, etc.) for each station, and overbar denotes
the mean. Correlation is a measure of the strength of the linear relation between
each gridded product time series and its corresponding MSS time series. Since the
compared sequences are yearly time series, Pearson correlation values represent the
ability of a gridded product to capture interannual variability in SWE as reflected
in the manual snow series.
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2.3.3.2

Bias and MAE

Bias, the difference in the means of the time series of gridded products (x) and
manual snow surveys (y), gives the average offset of gridded product values:
bias = x − y.

(2.4)

Mean absolute error (MAE), the average of the absolute differences in products (x)
vs. measurements (y), represents a measurement of the error associated with each
gridded product time series:
MAE =

1 N
∑ |xi − yi |.
N i=1

(2.5)

Hence bias gives a sense of the mean difference, whereas MAE shows the spread
in those differences. Because the amount of snow measured at MSS stations varies
over a large range of values, the value of the bias and MAE also vary considerably.
2.3.3.3

Normalized Bias and MAE

A bias or MAE value, seemingly large at a station receiving typically little snow,
may appear small at a station receiving much more snow. To reflect this incongruity, the bias and MAE values were normalized before the values were consolidated and comparisons made. One appropriate value for this normalization is the
30-year mean peak SWE measured at each station. While the use of the mean peak
SWE tends to minimize the error metrics, selection of a constant station value will
yield errors that reflect the seasonal cycle (e.g. errors are highest near maximum
SWE and lower on the season shoulders). This normalization also ensures that
gridded products with a bias or MAE less than the mean peak SWE will have a
normalized value between −1 and 1, facilitating comparisons. The value chosen
for normalization was the mean observed April SWE at each station for all years
during 1980-2009 that were available.
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2.4

Results

Five metrics were calculated for each station and survey time series for which 10
years of both manual snow surveys and gridded product values are available. A
visual overview of product performance is shown in Figure 2.4. The normalized
MAE for the April survey (time of maximum average accumulation) at each station for each product is depicted using a color scale from white to red for values
of 0 to 1 with dark red representing values over 1. Several general observations
can be made. While the highest station density is seen in the southern part of the
province, so too are some of the highest MAEs, as many red and dark red stations
are seen for most products. GlobSnow and ERAInterim appear to have mostly
high normalized MAEs in the south, while GLDAS2, ERALand and MERRA display more white and pink stations. Further north, many lower normalized biases
are seen for several products, including CMC, GLDAS1, ERALand, MERRA and
MERRALand. In order to conduct a quantitative examination the metrics were aggregated, first across BC to study the seasonal dependence, then by physiographic
region to evaluate the products on a smaller scale.

2.4.1

Seasonal Performance Across BC

Performance metrics between the evaluated gridded products and manual snow
surveys have been calculated by survey month. Plots of the following performance
metrics are shown in Figure 2.5.
2.4.1.1

Pearson Correlation

Decreasing median correlations indicate a decreasing ability for interannual discrimination through the snow season, October to June (hereinafter referred to as
simply the season). ERALand has the highest median correlation values, beginning
the year at 0.8 and decreasing to 0.5 at end of season (Figure 2.5a). MERRA also
begins strongly, with correlations close to those of ERALand in January through
April (median correlation 0.6 to 0.7), but it then decreases dramatically in May
and June. CMC and GLDAS2 display a drop off in correlation toward season end
similar to that of ERALand, but these products have lower overall values (median
0.6 decreasing to 0.4 at end of season). Other products display relatively weak
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Figure 2.4: Median station normalized MAEs for the April survey for the 8 evaluated
products: (a) GlobSnow (b) CMC (c) GLDAS1 (d) GLDAS2 (e) ERAInterim
(f) ERALand (g) MERRA (h) MERRALand. Normalized MAEs from 0 to 1
are represented on a color scale from white to red; values over 1 are represented
by dark red.
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divided by mean station April SWE).
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correlations (median 0.1 to 0.4) with significant seasonal drop offs that suggests
almost no interannual discrimination at end of season.
2.4.1.2

Bias and MAE

Significant negative median bias values are indicative of underestimation of SWE
in all gridded products. Increasing median magnitude of bias (Figure 2.5b) and
median MAE (Figure 2.5d) indicate challenges for gridded products to accurately
represent the snowpack as the season progresses. ERALand has the least negative
bias and lowest median MAE of all products, followed by GLDAS2 and MERRA.
A trend of increasingly negative median bias values is consistent throughout the
entire season for ERALand and CMC. Other products display a change in this trend
and in several cases a reversal to a less negative bias at season end. Median MAE
increases throughout the season for CMC and GLDAS1, while other products show
a decrease in MAE in June, likely due to the dwindling SWE at that time of the
year.
2.4.1.3

Normalized Bias and MAE

The magnitude of median normalized bias (Figure 2.5c) and the median normalized MAE (Figure 2.5e) increase throughout the season to maxima in April or May.
The increase in the magnitude of the median normalized bias during the earlier
part of the year is relatively smaller in ERALand and CMC than in the other products. The magnitudes of median normalized bias and MAE drop off sharply for
the June survey. These median normalized biases and MAEs approximately follow
the typical SWE accumulation curves throughout the season, suggesting bias and
MAE are related to SWE accumulation. However, while MAEs for GlobSnow and
ERAInterim peak in April, the remaining products level off or even peak in May.
The increasing errors despite decreasing SWE suggest most of the products begin
melting the snow too quickly at the onset of ablation. These errors are most apparent in SWE time series in the higher accumulation regions (Figure 2.3d-e), where
products that are underestimating SWE show reductions at end of season, even as
measured SWE holds constant or continues to increase.
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Figure 2.6: Heat maps showing median statistical values by gridded product, survey
month (January through June), and region: BC Plains (A), Interior Plateau (B),
Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains (C), Columbia Mountains and
Southern Rockies (D), and Coast Mountains and Islands (E). SWE accumulation generally increases from region A to region E. Values to the left of each row
represent medians across all survey months. Boxes are blacked out when insufficient data was present. Statistics shown are: a) Pearson correlation. b) Bias
in mm SWE. c) Normalized bias (bias divided by mean station April SWE). d)
Mean absolute error (MAE) in mm SWE. d) Normalized MAE (MAE divided
by mean station April SWE).

2.4.2

Physiographic Region Characterizations

Median scores for each station and survey month in each region are plotted as a
heat map in Figure 2.6. Characterizations of the regions and the performance of
the products in each region are presented in this section.
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2.4.2.1

BC Plains

With relatively flat topography and the lowest SWE values, the BC Plains exhibits
the most favorable statistics for the majority of surveys and gridded products. For
most evaluated products, the highest median correlations were found in the BC
Plains, ranging from a low of 0.6 for MERRA to a high of 0.8 for CMC, with a
median of 0.7. The region also exhibited the lowest magnitude median bias and
MAE values, ranging from −2 to −33 mm SWE and 21 to 37 mm SWE respectively. Though the range of SWE values is not as large as in other regions, normalizing the bias and MAE by the mean April SWE allows comparison of stations
with differences in snow accumulation. Notably, GlobSnow and CMC perform
exceptionally well relative to other products in this region, exhibiting the lowest
magnitude medians for normalized bias (−0.03) and normalized MAE (0.3). This
is the only region in which these two products perform well. ERALand, MERRA
and GLDAS2 have low magnitude of median normalized bias and MAE relative to
other reanalyses and LDAS products.
2.4.2.2

Interior Plateau

Despite the relatively low snow accumulations in the Interior Plateau, correlation
values are the lowest or second lowest of all regions for most gridded products.
The exceptions are GlobSnow and ERAInterim, where median correlations are intermediate relative to their corresponding values in other regions. This finding
suggests that while product performance generally improves with decreasing snow
accumulation, the evaluated products are not capturing interannual variability as
well as might be expected in this particular region. Median normalized bias and
MAE values here are very similar to those of the two regions of highest accumulation, except that ERALand values are slightly better in this region (−0.2 and 0.4 for
normalized bias and MAE respectively) than in the highest accumulation regions
(−0.4 and 0.5 respectively).
2.4.2.3

Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains

The Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains has intermediate snow accumulations. However it is the second best region in terms of normalized bias and
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MAE, and for ERALand and MERRA has values very close to those of the BC
Plains (−0.2 and 0.3 respectively). In this region there is an increasingly strong
negative bias and higher MAE at end of season. These findings suggest that many
of the evaluated products are melting off snow too early in the Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains. This conclusion is consisent with the SWE time series
shown in Figure 2.3c, though early melting is more apparent in the higher accumulation regions.
2.4.2.4

Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies

In the Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies there is a wide range of correlation values, with product medians ranging from 0.3 to 0.8. Despite the relatively
high accumulations, the median correlations in this region are the second highest of
all regions for three of the evaluated products: GLDAS2, ERALand and MERRA.
GLDAS2 has the lowest magnitude median normalized bias at −0.3, followed by
ERALand and MERRA at −0.4 and the remaining products at −0.5 to −0.7. Median normalized MAE is similarly lowest for these same three products. For other
gridded products, the magnitudes of median normalized bias and MAE generally
follow accumulations relative to other regions (i.e. regions with lower accumulations tend to have lower magnitudes of median normalized bias and MAE).
2.4.2.5

Coast Mountains and Islands

The Coast Mountains and Islands is the region of highest snow accumulation and
the most challenging for the evaluated products to represent. MERRA and ERALand show median correlations of 0.6 and 0.7 respectively, while that of GlobSnow
is less than 0.1. ERALand has a median normalized bias of −0.3, as compared to
other products which range from −0.5 to −0.8. The three best products in terms
of normalized MAE are again ERALand, GLDAS2 and MERRA, but the spread
of products other than ERAInterim and GlobSnow is very small.

2.4.3

Elevation Dependence

One of the potential pitfalls of the described methods is comparing a point SWE
measurement at one elevation with gridded areal value that has a significantly dif34

ferent mean elevation. Hence it is useful to characterize the relationship between
SWE error and elevation error. Pavelsky et al. [2011] examined elevation dependence by plotting SWE accumulation error vs. elevation error and found correlation coefficients in order to characterize the strength of the relationship. In addition
to elevation difference, considering the absolute elevation may also reveal insight
into the relationship. The April survey bias for all stations and each product is
plotted against elevation and grid-station elevation difference in Figure 2.7. All
products show a strong negative bias for negative grid-station elevation differences
(grid mean below station) and stations near 1000 masl. GlobSnow and ERAInterim
are negatively biased throughout the entire elevation-difference space, while CMC
and GLDAS1 are negatively biased except for the most positive elevation differences. The remaining products are more negatively biased but have broad areas of
positive bias for positive elevation differences. Percent of variance attributable to
elevation and elevation difference, obtained by linearly regressing SWE bias on the
elevation and elevation difference covariates, ranges from 17% (GlobSnow) to 41%
(MERRA). Products with a higher percent of variance on elevation and elevation
difference have more of their apparent error associated with these parameters.

2.4.4

Ranking of Gridded Products

Across the province, 256 manual snow survey stations with 10 years or more of
records across five physiographic regions reported up to 8 surveys per station, 6 of
which were considered here (i.e. mid-month surveys were excluded). An effective
way to summarize the results is to rank the products by metric. The method applied
by Decker et al. [2012] was applied to determine this ranking. For each station
and survey, the products were ranked based on the scores for evaluated metrics.
Correlation, bias and MAE were separately ranked, with rank one being the best.
Normalized bias and MAE were also ranked, but because the normalization did
not change the relative ranking at each station and survey, the results (not shown)
were identical to those of bias and MAE. Only stations and surveys for which
all products yielded a given metric were used in the ranking. The rank numbers
were then averaged across all stations and surveys to find a score for each product.
An overall ranking for the products was then determined by averaging these rank
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respective stations.
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scores, as summarized in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Rank Score of Gridded Products*

Product
ERALand
GLDAS2
MERRA
CMC
GLDAS1
MERRALand
GlobSnow
ERAInterim

correlation
2.19
3.74
3.09
3.87
5.11
5.44
6.12
6.45

bias
3.04
2.86
4.28
4.01
4.58
4.96
5.73
6.54

MAE
2.94
2.82
4.11
4.13
4.59
5.09
5.77
6.53

mean score
2.72
3.14
3.83
4.00
4.76
5.16
5.87
6.50

*Lower rank score indicates better performance

ERALand ranked first, having the lowest rank score in correlation and second lowest in bias and MAE. GLDAS2, ranking second, had the smallest bias
and MAE but trailed both ERALand and MERRA in correlation. Third in the
ranking, MERRA was second in correlation but near the middle of the ranking in
bias and MAE. The remaining products, namely CMC, GLDAS1, MERRALand,
GlobSnow and ERAInterim, were fourth through eighth across all three metrics,
respectively.

2.4.5

Confidence Intervals

Differences in gridded products were evaluated for statistical significance. For each
calculated performance score, differences were found between each product compared to all others in overlapping stations and surveys. 95% confidence intervals
on these differences were determined by calculating the verification statistic, in
this case the median, on 5000 bootstrap samples of differences as described in Jolliffe [2007]. If the middle 95% of these medians (2.5 percentile to 97.5 percentile)
are entirely positive or negative, there is a statistically significant difference in the
products. To be considered better performing, correlations for the evaluated product must have a statistically significant difference above that of the compared product, whereas the magnitude of the bias and MAE must be below that of the compared product. If the middle 95% of the bootstrapped median differences contains
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both positive and negative members, there is no statistically significant difference
in the products.
Table 2.5 lists adjacently performing product pairs in columns A and B. For
each comparison, the better performing product in correlation, MAE, normalized
MAE (MAEn ), bias and normalized bias (biasn ) is indicated by the letter of that
product’s column (“A” or “B”); a statistical tie is indicated by an equal sign (“=”).
The products are listed in order of overall performance ranking. Each evaluated
product in column A outperforms the compared products below it in the performance ranking for most calculated scores. Exceptions to this include an edge in
correlations that ERALand displays over GLDAS2, while there is otherwise no statistically significant difference between these products. GLDAS2 outperforms all
following products in all metrics except correlation, for which GLDAS2 is outperformed by MERRA and statistically tied with CMC. Few significant differences
are found in the comparison of MERRA and CMC as well as that of GLDAS1 and
MERRALand. ERAInterim is statistically outperformed by all other products.
Table 2.5: Statistically Significant Performance Comparisons*

Product A
ERALand
GLDAS2
MERRA
CMC
GLDAS1
MERRALand
GlobSnow

Product B
GLDAS2
MERRA
CMC
GLDAS1
MERRALand
GlobSnow
ERAInterim

corr
A
B
A
A
=
A
A

MAE
=
A
=
A
A
A
A

MAEn
=
A
=
A
A
A
A

bias
=
A
=
A
=
A
A

biasn
=
A
=
A
=
A
A

*Letter A or B indicates which of the adjacently performing products on the given
row is statistically better. An equal sign (“=”) indicates no statistically significant
difference.

2.5

Discussion and Conclusion

An assessment of eight SWE gridded products has been conducted. In situ measurements taken during manual snow surveys have been compared with values reported for the encompassing grid cells of these gridded products across British
Columbia by survey and physiographic region. Throughout the province, interan38

nual correlations between manual snow surveys and all evaluated gridded products
show a decrease in median value through the snow season, suggesting a lower ability to discern interannual trends for later surveys. ERALand has the highest median
correlations, followed by MERRA, CMC and GLDAS2, though MERRA performs
particularly poorly at season end. The remaining evaluated products exhibit weak
positive correlations that further degrade as the season progresses. The evaluated
gridded products on average underestimate SWE across the region as evidenced
by negative bias values determined at a majority of manual snow survey stations.
The lowest magnitude bias and MAE values are displayed by, in order, ERALand,
GLDAS2 and MERRA. For most products MAEs increase through the season to
a peak in April or May before falling off, suggesting increasing accumulations
of snow are increasingly hard to capture. ERALand and CMC display this trend
through the season end, while other products show reductions in MAE and bias
magnitude in the final surveys of the season.
Physiographic region breakdowns generally yield better performance statistics
in regions of lower SWE accumulation, though there are exceptions to this generalization. The BC Plains in the northeast of the province receives the lowest overall
snow totals. Median correlations in this region range from 0.6 to 0.8, while median
bias and MAE values are −2 to −33 mm SWE and 21 to 37 mm SWE respectively.
This is the only region in which CMC and GlobSnow are strong performers, and
indeed CMC is the strongest of those evaluated in this region. The relatively poorer
performance of GlobSnow in other physiographic regions is likely due to the uncertainty of microwave measurements particularly in complex, snow covered Alpine
terrain, which is well documented in the literature [e.g. Tong et al., 2010], suggesting this performance result is specific to BC and other mountainous regions. The
second lowest region of accumulation, the Interior Plateau exhibits relatively weak
gridded product performance statistics. Correlations in the region are the lowest or
second lowest for most gridded products, and normalized bias and MAE values are
largely in line with those of high accumulation regions. The Northern and Central
Plateaus and Mountains, a region of intermediate snow accumulation, has median
normalized bias and MAE values that are second only to the BC Plains. End of
season MAE and bias magnitudes rise quickly however, suggesting an overestimation of the melt off rate. The region of second largest SWE accumulation is the
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Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies. The region exhibits relatively high
correlation values for three of the best performing products: GLDAS2, ERALand
and MERRA. Magnitudes of median normalized bias and MAE are only slightly
higher than in the BC Plains and Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains.
The Coast Mountains and Islands region has the highest mean SWE values and is
consequently the most difficult to estimate. Median correlations range from 0.1 to
0.7 and normalized bias values are −0.3 to −0.8. MERRA and ERALand have the
best performance statistics in this challenging region.
Comparing these results with previous studies at different sites and scales, similar or slightly better performance metrics are observed, particularly for the better
performing products. Carrera et al. [2010] compared SWE and precipitation values for the 2005-2007 snow seasons at 13 survey sites in the Southern Canadian
Rockies found using two different precipitation schemes, the Canadian Precipitation Analysis (CaPA) and the Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) model.
For all SWE measured-simulated pairs at the native 15 km resolution, correlations
were found to be 0.40 and 0.50 for the two precipitation schemes respectively. The
correlations found in this current study generally exceed those values, suggesting
better performance. Previously reported biases were −165 mm SWE for CaPA
and −77 mm SWE for GEM. The magnitudes of bias found in this current study
for all products and stations across the province in a 30 year period are generally
higher than those previously reported, suggesting poorer performance. However,
the best performing products found here have a median bias not far from those
previously reported (e.g. GLDAS2 with median bias of −181 mm SWE in the
Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies). Mudryk et al. [2015] found relatively
good correlations across the Northern Hemisphere among modern reanalyses such
as ERALand and MERRA but not as high for GLDAS2. Other studies have found
superior performance of snow models driven by ERAInterim forcings with better
SWE representation realized by improvements to the snow processes in the models
themselves [Brun et al., 2013, Dutra et al., 2012].
The calculated metrics determine a performance ranking as follows: ERALand,
GLDAS2, MERRA, CMC, GLDAS1, MERRALand, GlobSnow and ERAInterim.
A 95% confidence interval was determined for the difference in each statistic between each pair of products. The differences were found to be statistically signifi40

cant except as indicated in Table 2.5. This ranking informs applications requiring
selection and prioritization of one or more of these SWE gridded products over
BC or regions of similar climate and topography. One such application will seek
to combine gridded products to create improved estimates of SWE over BC using a data fusion approach based on machine learning. Various combinations of
products will be tested to determine the best performing model both in terms of
accuracy and speed. By focusing on combinations of the best performing products,
the development time of such a model is expected to be reduced.
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Chapter 3

Data Fusion of Gridded Products
3.1

Introduction

In areas of the world with significant alpine regions, many drainage basins exhibit
a predominantly nival regime. Under such conditions, which are characteristic of
the province of British Columbia (BC), Canada, accurate snow water equivalent
(SWE) estimation is particularly crucial for water supply, hydropower generation
and flood forecasting and planning purposes. The ability of current methods and
products to give accurate SWE estimates is limited by a number of topographic
and climate factors. Forest cover, topography and large SWE accumulations pose
challenges for physical models containing multiple simplifications and parameterizations, as well as for satellite-based products, which can experience signal masking and wash-out [Chang et al., 1996, Derksen, 2008]. Likewise reanalysis and
assimilation-based products are susceptible to biases arising from various structural limitations (e.g. elevation biases tied to spatial resolution) and uncertainties
in the climate mean state [Dutra et al., 2011, Reichler and Kim, 2008]. Mudryk
et al. [2015] compared various gridded products across the Northern Hemisphere
and observed large spreads in SWE with magnitudes on the order of the SWE interannual variability. These spreads were seen particularly in alpine regions with
complex topography and in the Arctic, a region of large data gaps.
A similar set of gridded products was examined and ranked in Chapter 2 over
the rugged, forested topography of British Columbia. Product correlations, biases
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and MAEs were determined by comparison with in situ manual snow surveys and
reported by survey month and physiographic region. While the best products were
generally superior performers across the determined statistics and the majority of
regions, all products were found to underestimate SWE and imperfectly represent
interannual fluctuations, particularly in the regions of highest snow accumulation.
Against this backdrop, the current work set out to improve the accuracy of SWE
estimates in the same topographically complex region by combining an ensemble
of products with relevant site covariates utilizing a data fusion approach.
Numerous models and estimation techniques have attempted to better characterize SWE. Nascent satellite-based efforts involved the use of multiple linear regression (MLR) to retrieve snow parameters from passive microwave data. Though
newer platforms have become available, many of the early algorithms [Chang et al.,
1987, Foster et al., 1997, Tait, 1998] rely on the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) brightness temperature data, which is a long passive microwave record covering July 1987 to December 2015 derived from intercalibrated measurements across several spaceborne
platforms [Wentz, 2013]. While the early linear approaches performed well in areas of low snow accumulation, forest cover and topographic relief, mountainous
regions with dense vegetation and deep snowpacks were not as well represented.
Machine learning methods began to become an important tool in the environmental sciences in the 1990s and have since spread to many application areas
[Hsieh, 2009]. Early applications of machine learning methods for retrieving SWE
were developed by Chen et al. [2001] and Guo et al. [2003] using artificial neural
networks (ANNs). Inputs were based on a snow hydrology model, and outputs
derived from a dense media radiative transfer model were iteratively computed until the ANN results converged on observations. The model improved on previous
efforts by improving grain size representation and applying a spatially distributed
snow accumulation and melt model. Tedesco et al. [2004] compared SWE retrieved
from an ANN to values from the spectral polarization difference (SPD) algorithm
[Aschbacher, 1989], the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) snow emission
model [Pulliainen et al., 1999], and the Chang algorithm [Chang et al., 1987, Foster
et al., 1997]. The ANN used SSM/I 19 GHz and 37 GHz vertical and horizontal
brightness temperatures for inputs and the national operational snow observations
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of the Finnish Environment Institute or HUT simulated brightness temperatures as
the target data. Under dry snow conditions enforced by only considering days on
which the maximum temperature was lower than −5 °C, the ANN outperformed
these other methods when trained with observations. Evora et al. [2008] developed
a data fusion modeling framework utilizing ANNs, passive microwave data and
geostatistics. Predictors for this framework were seven passive microwave channels and the interpolated minimum temperature. The target SWE field was derived
from snow depth and density measured manually at snow stations and interpolated
by a kriging with external drift (KED) algorithm using elevation as the secondary
variable. More recently Tong et al. [2010] compared SWE predictions of ANNs
using microwave brightness temperatures (TBs) to those of the SPD algorithm Aschbacher [1989] and other TB difference algorithms [Chang et al., 1987, Derksen,
2008] in the Quesnel River Basin of BC, finding that ANNs which included the
most TB channels outperformed other networks and algorithms. Binaghi et al.
[2013] applied radial basis function networks to estimate snow cover thickness
in the Italian Central Alps, finding that this approach outperformed inverse distance weight and spline interpolation methods commonly used in similar contexts
with limited numbers of homogeneously distributed measurement sites. These and
other studies covered in various review papers [Gan, 1996, Evora and Coulibaly,
2009, Shi et al., 2016] demonstrate the promise of more accurate snow estimates
via machine learning methods, but they do not incorporate existing SWE products
directly.
Manual snow surveys, taken on courses extending tens of meters, cannot be
accurately represented by large-scale gridded products with resolutions on the order of tens of kilometers [Mudryk et al., 2015]. Inherent SWE differences can be
introduced by disparities between mean grid cell elevation and station elevation, as
well as other topographic controls. Even higher resolution covariates such as the
GLOBE 1-km DEM [Hastings et al., 1999] still fail to adequately reflect important
physical contexts at survey sites (e.g. local slope and aspect) which can significantly affect measured values. In spite of the scale mismatch, the combination of
large-scale gridded products with covariates such as finer terrain information and
physiographic context may capture the spatiotemporal patterns in the manual snow
surveys. Scale issues are further addressed in Section 3.3.2.
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The objective of this work is to apply data fusion techniques to readily available gridded SWE products, manual snow surveys and covariates in order to better
estimate SWE in BC. Means of six products are evaluated, as are means of the best
three of these products based on rankings from Chapter 2. Relevant covariates are
further combined with these sets of products in MLR models as well as nonlinear
ANNs. The assumptions and limitations underlying this approach are discussed in
detail in Section 3.3.2.

3.2

Study Area

The study area, namely the province of BC, can be separated into five physiographic regions, which are shown in Figure 3.1. These regions vary considerably
in terms of their topography and climate, as well as the amount of snow they receive, as reported in Chapter 2. Along the entire western edge of BC, the Coast
Mountains and Islands is a highly rugged series of mountain ranges and troughs
with a mean station SWE of 782 mm in April. The Columbia Mountains and
Southern Rockies to the southeast is a very rugged region with high mean elevation and a mean measured April SWE of 565 mm. Possessing a similarly moderate
337 mm SWE measured during April surveys, the Northern and Central Plateaus
and Mountains is relatively flat along the plateaus in the north with low mountain
ranges scattered throughout. The Interior Plateau in the middle of the province is
mostly flat except in the east and has a more moderate April mean station SWE of
283 mm. To the northeast of the province, the Interior Plains of British Columbia,
referred to in this work as the “BC Plains”, is the region of lowest relief as well as
SWE accumulations, having a survey station average of 88 mm in April. Further
descriptions of the study area are detailed by British Columbia Ministry of Forests
[1995] and Holland [1964].

3.3

Methods

Various publicly available SWE data sets have global to hemispheric coverage
and can provide information on snow spatiotemporal distribution over BC. This
study considered four reanalysis products (ERAInterim, ERALand, MERRA and
MERRALand), a land data assimilation system (GLDAS2), and an observation45

Figure 3.1: Physiographic Regions of British Columbia, Canada, overlaid on the
GLOBE 1-km DEM. Elevations are shown according to the legend with units of
meters above sea level. The five physiographic regions are outlined in red: (A)
Coast Mountains and Islands, (B) Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies,
(C) Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains, (D) Interior Plateau, and (E)
BC Plains. SWE accumulations generally increase from region A to region E.
Outlined in blue is the VIC domain run by the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, covering four basins throughout BC: (I) the Peace, (II) upper Columbia,
(III) Fraser and (IV) Campbell River watersheds. Manual Snow Survey station
locations are indicated by green dots. Inset: A map of Canada (source: Wikimedia Commons) shows BC highlighted in red. The province is bordered to the
south by the continental United States (USA) and to the west by the US state of
Alaska (AK).
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based product (GlobSnow). Key predictors of snow distribution and evolution are
these gridded SWE products, and the target data are manual snow surveys conducted throughout the province.

3.3.1

Input Data

The following gridded SWE products were used as predictors in this study and
are described in further detail in Chapter 2. ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011], a
reanalysis product of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF), assimilates land surface, oceanographic, atmospheric and spaceborne
measurements from numerous sources using the Integrated Forecast System (IFS)
at T255 spectral (∼ 80 km) horizontal resolution. ERA-Interim/Land [Balsamo
et al., 2015] is an offline rerun of ERA-Interim using an improved land surface
model known as HTESSEL (Hydrology-Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land) and precipitation adjustments based on the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) v2.1. The Modern-Era Retrospective analysis
for Research and Applications, or MERRA [Rienecker et al., 2011] ingests a host
of land, oceanic and atmospheric data using the Goddard Earth Observing System
Data Assimilation System Version 5 (GEOS-5) at a resolution of one-half degree
latitude by two-thirds degree longitude. MERRA-Land [Reichle et al., 2011] is
an offline land surface simulation based on MERRA which uses the land surface
model Fortuna-2.5 and makes precipitation adjustments based on the NOAA Climate Prediction Center “Unified” (CPCU) product. The Global Land Data Assimilation System Version 2, known as GLDAS-2 [Rodell et al., 2004] and produced by
NASA, runs forcings from the Princeton meteorological data set [Sheffield et al.,
2006] on one of four land surface models, including the 0.25° Noah implementation that is used in this study. GlobSnow [Takala et al., 2011], the “mountains
unmasked” data set provided by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI), relies
on a background field of snow depths created using synoptic observations and a
forward model of satellite-based microwave radiometer measurements to construct
a 25 km horizontal resolution SWE field. Other evaluated products in Chapter 2,
GLDAS-1 and CMC, do not cover the early part of the study period (1980-2010)
and hence are not included in this work.
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The target data are manual snow surveys (MSS) conducted by the Snow Survey
Network Program for the BC River Forecast Centre. At each designated survey
site a column of snow is extracted using a Standard Federal Snow Sampler and
weighed to determine SWE. The mean of SWE measurements at five to ten points
along a snow course is calculated to find the station areal average, which is then
reported. Surveys are taken up to eight times a year, once at beginning of months
January through June and once mid-month in May and June, and they are currently
conducted at 167 stations throughout the province with another 216 stations with
historical but no current measurements. Sampling frequencies and temporal ranges
vary considerably by station, with some records dating back to 1935.
Automated snow pillow data were also examined as a part of this work. These
data were found to be considerably more prone to obvious errors than the manual
snow surveys. Such errors included negative values, snow accumulation and melt
curves that contained sudden jumps, drops and unrecognizable noise, missing values that were sometimes interpolated and other problems. In addition to passing
such errors into the model, the likelihood exists to introduce redundancy, as many
of the snow pillows are co-located with manual snow survey sites. Consequently,
only the manual snow surveys were used as target data.

3.3.2

Artificial Neural Network Construction

An ensemble ANN (hereafter ANN) was constructed following Cannon and McKendry [2002] using the implementation by Cannon [2015]. ANN topology consisted of an input layer, one hidden layer and an output later with a single node
for SWE. A single hidden layer is adequate to model any nonlinear continuous
function [Hsieh, 2009]. The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function was used as the
hidden layer activation function, the identity function was used for the output layer,
and predictor and predictand variables were standardized (zero mean and unit standard deviation) prior to model training. Initial model weights were set randomly
p
in the range of ± 0.8/din , where din is the number of inputs [Thimm and Fiesler,
1997]. The optimization function employed was the Broyden-Fletcher-GoldfarbShanno method or “BFGS method” [Fletcher, 1970, Nash, 1979]. Training data
sets for the individual ANN ensemble members were created using the block boot-
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strap [Davison and Hinkley, 1997], with each block made up of all training cases
for a given station. To prevent overfitting, early stopping was used to regularize
individual ensemble members; ANN training was stopped when validation error,
as monitored on the out-of-bootstrap cases, reached a minimum. The optimal number of hidden nodes for each test split was determined by minimizing the ensemble’s out-of-bootstrap RMSE over the training data. Following model selection and
training, predictions from the 50 ensemble members were averaged for each test
split, and statistics for each test split station were calculated accordingly.
In total, manual snow survey data from 386 stations across BC was available for
training and testing. Of those stations 256 had at least ten years of measurements
within the overlapping period of record of the six gridded products (1980–2010).
This was considered to be an adequate length to generate representative statistics
for testing the ANN by cross-validation. Ten test splits were created by selecting
every tenth station, stratified by watershed, such that for each split one-tenth of the
stations were excluded from training. The result was an approximately uniform
spread of test stations throughout the province in each split, as shown in Figure 3.2
(green dots). Inevitably there were large areas with little in situ data, particularly
along the coast and in the BC Plains to the north, but the use of all available data
outside the test split maximized the spatial coverage of the training set. The MAE
and April survey correlation reported at each station were computed using predictions from the ANN which did not include data from that station in its training
set.
Due to their coarse spatial resolution, the gridded products tend to capture
broad spatiotemporal SWE patterns over BC, but values still exhibit large biases
with respect to MSS observations, as shown in Chapter 2. In addition to the gridded SWE products, the following base set of predictors were included in the model:
elevation, elevation bias, latitude, longitude, physiographic region, year, and sine
and cosine of 2π times the elapsed year fraction. These predictors represented
major spatial and temporal dimensions to the ANN training, as well as broad location context information (e.g. physiographic region). Predictor screening was not
necessary because relatively few base covariates were identified, and correlations
between predictors would not diminish model performance. Station elevation biases were calculated as the grid cell mean elevations found from the GLOBE 1-km
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Figure 3.2: MSS station locations used in evaluating combination products. Green
dots show the distribution of ten test splits for comparing means, MLRs and
ANNs to gridded SWE products throughout BC by cross-validation. Blue
crosses show the distribution of seven test splits for comparing ANNs to VIC
runs in four BC watersheds. Physiographic regions are outlined in red.
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DEM [Hastings et al., 1999] minus the reported station elevations, and elevation
biases corresponding to each included product were used as predictors. Physiographic regions were represented in the model using discrete logical variables for
each region, so-called 1-of-c coding as described in Bishop [1995]. These predictors provide specific spatial and temporal information as well as broad location
context information.
From a temporal perspective, the most important predictor of seasonal SWE is
the fraction of the year elapsed at the time of observation. This elapsed year fraction is modeled using trigonometric predictors (sine and cosine) as it is a periodic
signal. The stationarity of each utilized data set was not evaluated in the course of
this study. In order to handle the prospect of non-stationary data, linear or otherwise, the value of the observation year was included as a predictor, allowing the
ANN to account for changes in the joint probability distribution over time.
The assumptions underlying this approach include that the SWE field can be
reliably resolved by an ANN topology that includes a single hidden layer, which
is suitable for modeling any nonlinear continuous function [Hsieh, 2009]. Overfitting is assumed to be adequately mitigated using early stopping and an ensemble
of 50 members. It is also implicitly assumed that enough predictors are employed
to adequately cover the solution space, though the number of predictors is less important than the quality of those predictors. Outside the given study area and time
window SWE estimates are less reliable, as properly trained ANNs perform nonlinear interpolation well but extrapolate poorly, potentially leading to significant
deviations from the true signal beyond the bounds of the predictor training space
[Hsieh, 2009].
As previously mentioned, MSS values found at sites on the order of ten meters do not adequately represent SWE averaged across gridded product cells. Since
elevation is a key indicator in both SWE accumulation and melt [Anderton et al.,
2004], among the most apparent scale issues is the difference between survey site
elevation and grid cell mean elevation. Including such elevation differences as
predictors adds important site-specific context but also carries limitations in capturing interactions of topography and the atmosphere. Local elevation minima and
maxima may be subject to wind redistribution from peaks to valleys depending
on surrounding topography, and weather systems drop different amounts of snow
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on windward and leeward mountain slopes. Nevertheless, elevation and grid cell
elevation differences may provide a basic indication of subgrid SWE variability.
Another important piece of local context is location within the province, key covariates of which include latitude, longitude and physiographic region.
Efforts to include additional local information were limited by lack of extensive
site-specific metadata and appropriate regional scale representations. For instance,
while various ground cover products are available, the actual site forest cover is
highly dependent on snow course location, time since last maintenance and other
factors, which vary considerably across the MSS data set (Tony Litke, personal
communication, 2016). As a result, only this base set of covariates has been employed. The main focus of this work, however, was to find which combination(s)
of products lead to the best result. While other covariates may incrementally improve the ANN performance, use of this base covariate set should suffice for this
purpose.
Table 3.1: Mean station MAEs (in mm SWE) for individual and combinations of
products and corresponding MLR and ANN runs, with the mean station MAEs
computed using only the VIC stations given in parenthesis. Products shown are
ERAInterim (E), GlobSnow (G), MERRALand (ML), MERRA (M), GLDAS2
(G2) and ERALand (EL).

E
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X
X
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X
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X
X
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X
X
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X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Mean Product
411 (400)
407 (396)
362 (349)
315 (303)
308 (294)
305 (290)
292 (282)
295 (287)
295 (287)
289 (281)
302 (295)
316 (311)
328 (324)

MLR
214 (217)
220 (218)
211 (209)
196 (191)
206 (205)
202 (201)
196 (194)
192 (186)
190 (186)
188 (185)
189 (185)
189 (186)
189 (186)

ANN
184 (184)
196 (194)
178 (180)
172 (168)
177 (176)
173 (176)
171 (173)
166 (163)
170 (165)
163 (159)
165 (162)
167 (167)
168 (166)
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dictors in the ANNs. Multiple linear regression (MLR) models were run using the
same sets of predictors and test station splits, and their results are listed alongside those of the ANN models for comparison of linear and nonlinear data fusion
techniques. The predictor combinations included each gridded product run individually as well as in combination with better performing products. In addition,
each two-product combination of the three best products was run. The rationale
for this approach was the desire to limit the total number of ANN runs to substantially less than all 63 possible combinations of any number of products, running
those most likely to give performance insights and improvements. The three best
performing products had mean station MAEs across BC that were within 5% of
each other, whereas other products had mean station MAEs 15–30% higher than
the top product, ERALand. Furthermore, it was not anticipated, for instance, that
adding the poorest performing product to an ANN of the best three would outperform an ANN of the best four. Only observations for which all six gridded products
had SWE values within seven days of the observation date were used, so that all
models were based on the same set of observations.
A number of alternative machine learning methods were investigated in the
course of this work. Bayesian Neural Networks (BNN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) runs were executed but did not result in notable improvements over
the ANN in spite of additional computational cost. While studies [e.g. Xue and
Forman, 2015, Forman and Reichle, 2015] have shown machine learning methods such as SVM to be superior over ANNs for snow-related parameters, Lima
et al. [2015] found that in an evaluation of four different non-linear methods across
nine different environmental data sets, no single non-linear method consistently
outperformed the others. Though an exhaustive exploration of machine learning
algorithms was not the objective of this manuscript, the machine learning runs
completed indicated that, of the investigated algorithms, the ANN was at least
comparable if not superior for this application and data sets.

3.3.3

Hydrologic Model Comparison

The Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model is used by the Pacific
Climate Impacts Consortium (PCIC) to conduct hydrologic assessments for the
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province of British Columbia [Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, 2014]. VIC is
a macroscale hydrologic model that solves full surface water and energy balances
[Liang et al., 1994], sharing many basic features with land surface models (LSMs)
in global climate models (GCMs). The land surface is modeled as a grid of large,
flat, uniform cells, and sub-grid heterogeneity is handled via statistical distributions. The land-atmosphere fluxes and water and energy balances are simulated at
a daily or sub-daily time step. Water can only enter a grid cell via the atmosphere,
which means that water in the channel network stays in the channels and subsurface flow between grid cells is not included in the water balance. For the 1/16° grid
cells used in the PCIC implementation, this is a reasonable approximation.
The PCIC VIC implementation currently covers four watersheds throughout
BC [Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, 2014], as shown in Figure 3.1. Relevant
model parameters, specifically snow/rain temperature thresholds and snow albedo
decay curves, were explicitly adjusted to reproduce observed SWE at snow pillows,
with subsequent automated multi-objective calibration to reproduce streamflow series and volume errors [Schnorbus et al., 2010]. The model is forced with daily
observations for minimum and maximum temperature, precipitation, and wind on
a 1/16° grid [Schnorbus et al., 2014].
A second set of ANN runs was conducted using a subset of the test stations
previously used. Only the MSS stations that were within the VIC domain and that
had at least ten years of measurements were used for testing. The 173 stations
which met this criterion were divided into seven test splits of 24 or 25 stations
each, ordered by watershed, such that for each split one-seventh of the VIC long
record stations were excluded from training. This selection results in a relatively
uniform spread of test stations for each split over the VIC domain as shown in
Figure 3.2 (blue crosses). Model training and MAE and correlation computation
for each station were performed as in the full-province runs.

3.4

Results

Results of ANN runs for different combinations of products in this study are shown
in Table 3.1. The gridded products used are listed in order of increasing performance across the entire province: ERAInterim (E), GlobSnow (GS), MERRA-
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Land (ML), MERRA (M), GLDAS2 (G2) and ERALand (EL). Mean station MAEs
are presented for single and average gridded product SWE values plus MLRs and
ANNs constructed using test splits of 256 stations across BC. Mean station biases
were found to mirror mean station MAEs, as errors are largely the result of underestimates of SWE in most regions of the province (see Figure S1 in Snauffer et al.
[2017]). MAEs are also shown for those same combinations based on test splits of
173 stations within the VIC domain. Using the individual products in an ANN with
a base set of relevant spatiotemporal covariates improves the mean station MAE by
43% to 55%. ANNs and MLRs based on combinations of the products further improve the mean station MAE, and MAEs for the ANNs are consistently lower than
the corresponding values for the MLR models. While ANNs using multiple products all outperform those using single products, the best performance was achieved
by a combination of the three best products: MERRA, ERALand and GLDAS2.
The differences in mean station MAE between the three-product ANN and ANNs
that use more products are very small, suggesting that adding the products that do
not perform as well does not bring additional useful information into the model.
These results are consistent both for ANNs that use test splits of all 256 stations
and for those that rely on test splits of the 173 VIC stations.
While comparing snow statistics aggregated across BC is useful for broad comparisons, SWE is a highly inhomogeneous field due to climatic and topographic
variability in the province. Figure 3.3 illustrates the variability at stations across
the five physiographic regions of the province. SWE values from manual snow
surveys, gridded products and combinations are plotted for representative stations,
each of which has a station MAE close to the mean for the encompassing region.
Regions are ordered by decreasing mean SWE accumulations in panels (a) through
(e). The time interval shown covers snow seasons of 1999, a year of relatively high
accumulations across the province, to 2005, a relatively low year. A wide range of
accumulations across the regions was observed, with a peak SWE of 50 to 150 mm
observed in the BC Plains (panel e) while 500 to over 3000 mm SWE was measured
in the Coast Mountains and Islands (panel a). Significant temporal disparities were
also seen. Peak SWE in the Coast Mountains and Islands in 1999 was over five
times that of 2005, while there is less than a 40% difference for these years in the
BC Plains. Underestimates in peak SWE are apparent for most gridded products
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and snow seasons. The largest underestimates were in the Coast Mountains and
Islands and the Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies (panels a and b respectively), the regions of heaviest snow. The MLR model using the combination of the
three best products (MLR3) mostly improved the underestimates of SWE apparent
at these highest accumulation stations. The MLR still significantly underpredicted
SWE in the two regions of highest accumulations but then also overpredicted in the
three other regions with lower accumulations, particularly in the BC Plains (panel
a). The ANN using the three best products (ANN3) partially corrected these errors, estimating lower SWE values at the stations averaging less snow and higher
SWE values at those with more snow relative to MLR3. Very high accumulation
seasons are still particularly challenging for both products and statistical models,
especially 1999 in panels (a) and (b). This finding indicates that while the ANN is
better able to estimate SWE in most contexts, the very highest SWE values remain
challenging to assess.
Further analyzing mean station MAE and April correlation by physiographic
region may reveal spatial dependencies and in turn give insight into model performance. Mean station MAEs (Figure 3.4) and April correlations (Figure 3.5) are
shown for the five major physiographic regions of BC in order of decreasing mean
SWE accumulations (panels a through e) and for the province as a whole (panel
f). In order to measure the ability of the gridded products to capture peak SWE
interannual variability, correlations were calculated using time series constructed
from April surveys only, as April is the survey of highest mean SWE for all regions, as found in Chapter 2. Mean station biases were also calculated but found
to mirror mean station MAEs, likely due to underestimates of SWE across most
of the province (see Figure S1 in Snauffer et al. [2017]). Whiskers on the bars
represent 95% confidence intervals determined by n = 5000 bootstrap samples as
described in Jolliffe [2007]. Blue bars show mean station values for the six SWE
gridded products, with dark blue highlighting the three best performers. Across the
four physiographic regions of highest accumulations, ERALand, GLDAS2 AND
MERRA are consistently the best performers in both mean station MAE and April
correlation values, though in many cases the 95% confidence intervals overlap. In
the BC Plains, the region of lowest snow accumulations, GlobSnow has the lowest
MAE and a similar April correlation to that of MERRA and ERA-Interim, though
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Figure 3.3: SWE time series for manual snow survey stations, the best three gridded
SWE products, MLR3 and ANN3. Gridded products are ordered by increasing
overall performance, with darker blues for better performing products. MLR3
and ANN3 estimates are masked outside the mean first and final survey dates
(January 2 and June 15 respectively). A representative station is shown for each
of the five physiographic regions of BC: (a) station 1D08 Stave Lake in the
Coast Mountains and Islands, (b) station 2A25 Kirbyville Lake in the Columbia
Mountains and Southern Rockies, (c) station 4B08 Mount Cronin in the Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains, (d) station 2F11 Isintok Lake in the
Interior Plateau, and (e) station 4C05 Fort Nelson Airport in the BC Plains.
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Figure 3.4: Mean station MAE for several SWE products/combinations for regions
of BC in order of descending mean accumulations: (a) Coast Mountains and
Islands, (b) Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, (c) Northern Plateaus
and Mountains, (d) Interior Plateau, (e) BC Plains, and (f) province-wide (combining all data from the five preceding panels). Shown are MAEs with 95% confidence intervals based on n = 5000 bootstrap samples for the six gridded products in blue: ERA-Interim (E), GlobSnow (GS), MERRALand (ML), MERRA
(M), GLDAS2 (G2) and ERALand (EL). Dark blue indicates three best performing products. Also shown are three fusion techniques (mean, MLR and ANN)
using all six products (green) and the three best performing products (brown).
Note the vertical scale in panels (a) and (b) is double that of panels (c) through
(f).
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Figure 3.5: Mean station April Correlation for several SWE products/combinations
for regions of BC in order of descending mean accumulations: (a) Coast Mountains and Islands, (b) Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, (c) Northern
Plateaus and Mountains, (d) Interior Plateau, (e) BC Plains, and (f) provincewide. Product and combination abbreviations and colors are as in Figure 3.4.
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the differences in this region are relatively small. The green bars represent different ways of combining all six products: mean, MLR and ANN, while the brown
bars have similar crosshatching but use only the three best performing products. In
terms of mean station MAEs, the regional story is again similar to that of the entire
province for the four regions of highest accumulations. MAEs for the three-product
means are slightly lower than those of the six-product means. MLRs show notable
performance improvements over multi-product means and are virtually identical
for both three- and six-product combinations. ANNs further show improved performance over the MLRs. Three-product ANNs perform very slightly better than
the six-product networks and are the best performers of all ANNs. For the BC
Plains, both three- and six-product means produce results comparable to those of
the individual products, but the MLRs and ANNs have a higher mean station MAE.
This result is likely due to the fact that relatively few stations exist in this region,
causing the models to be less well trained in the BC Plains. In terms of April correlations, however, the combination products are relatively high across all regions,
with the three-product means and ANNs generally being the best performers.
The relative performance of each gridded or combination product relative to a
reference was found using the confidence intervals for differences approach of Jolliffe [2007]. Briefly, 5000 bootstrap samples of the mean station MAE and April
correlation differences between each product and the reference were plotted on
box plots (Figures 3.6 and 3.7), in which the boxes extend between lower and upper quartiles and the whiskers span 95% of the distribution. If the whiskers do not
cross the origin, the difference in the product and reference is said to be significant,
rejecting the null hypothesis at the 5% level. The mean of all six products (Mean6)
was used as the reference and was compared to the remaining gridded and SWE
fusion products. Negative mean station MAE differences (Figure 3.6) and positive
mean station April correlation differences (Figure 3.7) indicate that the evaluated
product performed better than Mean6. The best three products significantly outperformed Mean6 in MAE across the province and in some of its regions, but Mean6
was often a better performer than the individual products in April correlation. The
mean of these best three (Mean3) was consistently better than that of Mean6 under
both metrics, and this difference is statistically significant across the province and
all regions except the BC Plains. The ANN using all six products (ANN6) and the
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Figure 3.6: Bootstrap mean station MAE differences between several SWE products/combinations and the reference (the mean of six products). First quartile,
median and third quartile, plotted respectively as the bottom, waist and top of
each box, as well as 95% confidence intervals indicated by whiskers, are shown
for regions of BC in order of descending mean accumulations: (a) Coast Mountains and Islands, (b) Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, (c) Northern
Plateaus and Mountains, (d) Interior Plateau, (e) BC Plains, and (f) provincewide. Product and combination abbreviations and colors are as in Figure 3.4.
Note differences in vertical scale.
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Figure 3.7: Bootstrap mean station April Correlation differences between several
SWE products/combinations and the reference (the mean of six products). Quartiles and 95% confidence intervals are shown for regions of BC in order of descending mean accumulations: (a) Coast Mountains and Islands, (b) Columbia
Mountains and Southern Rockies, (c) Northern Plateaus and Mountains, (d) Interior Plateau, (e) BC Plains, and (f) province-wide. Product and combination
abbreviations and colors are as in Figure 3.4. Note differences in vertical scale.
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one using the best three products (ANN3) also significantly outperformed Mean6
and slightly outperformed corresponding multiple linear regressions (MLR6 and
MLR3) province-wide and in all physiographic regions except for the BC Plains.
In the BC Plains MLRs were slightly better than Mean6 in April correlation but significantly underperformed in MAE. ANN performance in this region was similar,
though the underperformance in MAE was less notable. This failure of the MLRs
and ANNs to perform well in MAE was likely due to the lower accumulations of
SWE here, accompanied by the scarcity of manual snow survey stations.
A closer examination of ANN performance revealed improvements over comparable MLR. Figure 3.8 shows the results of n = 5000 bootstrap samples of mean
station MAE and April correlation differences between the ANNs and MLRs using
six products (panels a and c) and the best three products (panels b and d). Negative
mean station MAE differences (panels a and b) and positive mean station April
correlation differences (panels c and d) indicate the regions in which the ANN
performed better than the comparable MLR. ANN improvements over MLR were
seen across all regions, and those improvements were statistically significant in
most regions and across the province. While non-significant differences between
ANNs and MLRs were found for the best three product MAEs and correlations in
the Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains (panels b and d) and for both
combinations’ correlations in the BC Plains (panels c and d), median ANN improvements over MLR were observed. This result suggests nonlinear modeling of
the SWE survey data set may merit further investigation as a tool to better estimate
province-wide and regional SWE.
The performance of the six product and best three product ANNs were also
compared to VIC runs for the four major watersheds in BC shown in Figure 3.1
[Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, 2014]. As these four watersheds do not cover
all of the available manual snow stations, station test splits were redrawn and the
ANNs runs were conducted separately from those mentioned above. Figure 3.9
shows the results of n = 5000 bootstrap samples of mean station MAE and April
correlation differences between the ANNs and VIC using six products (panels a
and c) and the best three products (panels b and d). Negative mean station MAE
differences (panels a and b) and positive mean station April correlation differences
(panels c and d) indicate the regions in which the ANNs performed better than VIC.
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Across the province, the ANNs outperformed VIC in MAEs and April correlations
across most regions. The exceptions included MAEs in the Northern and Central
Plateaus and Mountains and BC Plains, where VIC performed slightly better than
the ANNs, and April correlations in the Coast Mountains and Islands, where the
two are nearly tied. Statistically significant differences were seen only for MAEs
in the Columbia and Rocky Mountains and for April correlations in the Northern
and Central Plateaus and Mountains. However, across the entire province ANN3
significantly outperformed VIC in both MAEs and April correlations. This result
suggests that consideration of a large enough data set and the use of the best gridded
products for the province as inputs to an ANN can produce better estimates of SWE
in BC, both spatially and temporally.

3.5

Conclusion

Six gridded products have been used to predict SWE at manual snow survey stations using data fusion techniques. The products estimated lower snow accumulations than were measured, but ANNs combining a single gridded SWE product
with a base set of relevant predictors reduced the products’ mean station MAEs by
43% to 55% (average 48%) across the province, improvements that are mirrored
within most physiographic regions. ANNs which used multiple gridded products
as predictors performed better than those using single products. The best performing ANN used the best three products (ERALand, MERRA and GLDAS2), with
no improvement seen by including additional products in the ANN. This ANN was
found to have a mean station MAE 47% to 60% (average 53%) lower than the six
individual products considered in this study. Both MLRs and ANNs significantly
outperformed the mean of six products in terms of MAEs and April correlations
across the province and in four regions. Only in the BC Plains, a region of low accumulations and few stations, did the products themselves have lower MAEs, while
still underperforming the SWE fusion products in April correlations. The ANNs
also outperformed comparable MLRs using the same gridded products; this assessment was statistically significant across the province and in most physiographic
regions. Comparing ANNs with runs of the hydrologic model VIC, it was found
that the ANNs performed better across the province and in three regions, though
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statistical significance was found in only one region and across the province for the
ANN using the best three products.
While estimating SWE using a fusion of available gridded products and a base
set of relevant spatiotemporal covariates poses limits in context and process understanding, from an operational standpoint it can potentially improve the representation of SWE via a far more efficient approach. Further development of the ANNs,
including the incorporation of additional covariates and data sources (e.g. terrain
information, a simple snow model, etc.), may result in further improvements to the
estimation of snow in BC.
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Chapter 4

Enhancements with Snow
Modeling and Land Covariates
4.1

Introduction

What are the most promising ways to improve large-scale estimates of snow accumulations in complex regions? This is a fundamental question on the minds
of many water resources managers and planners, particularly for rugged areas
which receive exceptionally high snowfall. Accurate estimates of winter snow water equivalent (SWE) are vital for hydrologic forecasting and planning especially
when the annual runoff signal is dominated by seasonal snowmelt. Numerous readily available data products provide such estimates on basin to hemispheric scales,
but all are subject to their own limitations. SWE retrievals from passive microwave
measurements via spaceborne instruments afford frequent global coverage but are
susceptible to signal masking and wash-out under conditions of heavy forest cover
and very deep snowpacks [Chang et al., 1996, Derksen, 2008]. Reanalyses and data
assimilation-based products incorporate larger numbers of observations but can be
subject to biases related to product resolution, sampling strategy changes, mean
climate state ambiguities and other factors [Reichler and Kim, 2008, Dutra et al.,
2011]. Systematic evaluations of various gridded products have observed large
spreads in estimated SWE, from hemisphere-wide studies [Mudryk et al., 2015] to
the regional scale addressed in Chapter 2.
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A line of inquiry increasingly being pursued for the improvement of hydrologic and snowmelt modeling and forecasting is the use of machine learning. Early
efforts focused on precipitation and streamflow forecasting. Hsu et al. [1997] developed an adaptive artificial neural network (ANN) capable of estimating hourly
rainfall intensity at a relatively fine resolution of 0.25° × 0.25° using infrared satellite imagery. Visible imagery was subsequently incorporated into the product, with
ongoing explorations of the use of a variety of input features including topography, wind direction, relative humidity and both observation data and estimates
provided by numerical weather prediction models [Hsu et al., 1999]. In investigations of reservoir inflow forecasting Coulibaly et al. [2001] found that input time
delays significantly improved the conventional multilayer perceptron (MLP) network, though alternative algorithm formulations such as a recurrent neural network
(RNN) were more effective for the studied prediction problem.
The application of machine learning to cryosphere problems has begun to grow
within the hydrology community. Following Chapter 3, machine learning techniques have been applied to modeling snowmelt-driven reservoir inflows and streamflow simulations [Dibike and Coulibaly, 2008] as well as snow thickness and SWE
estimation. Binaghi et al. [2013] estimated snow cover thickness in the Italian Central Alps using radial basis function networks, finding better performance than standard interpolation techniques typically used in sparse data regions. ANNs for SWE
retrieval [Chen et al., 2001, Guo et al., 2003] mapped snow hydrology and dense
media radiative transfer model outputs to target observations, improving on snow
grain size representation and snow accumulation and melt distributions. Evora
et al. [2008] used microwave brightness temperature (TB) data and geostatistics in
ANNs with a target SWE field interpolated from snow depth and density measurements. SWE estimates derived from ANNs using spaceborne passive microwave
TB signals and ground measurements developed by Tedesco et al. [2004] and Tong
et al. [2010] were found to compare favorably against state-of-the-art SWE retrieval algorithms, including the spectral polarization difference (SPD) algorithm
[Aschbacher, 1989], the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) snow emission
model [Pulliainen et al., 1999] and other TB difference algorithms [Chang et al.,
1987, Derksen, 2008]. Other approaches using machine learning methods to more
accurately estimate snow have been further discussed in review [Gan, 1996, Evora
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and Coulibaly, 2009, Shi et al., 2016], but none of the reviewed studies utilized existing gridded SWE data products directly. The only study to use gridded products
directly in a machine learning algorithm was developed in Chapter 3, which found
that among six gridded SWE products ranked across BC in Chapter 2, the combination of the top three constituted the best performing ANN across BC, though
regional differences were not always statistically significant. Incorporation of additional terrain covariates and a simple snow model were identified as possible means
to further improvements in snow estimates.
Terrain elevation and topography are significant predictors of changes in snow
cover. Varhola et al. [2010] reported smaller differences in snow accumulation
but larger differences in melting between the forests and clearcuts at higher altitudes. Topography can also complicate the remote sensing of the snowpack by
wind redistribution (i.e. falling or blowing from higher peaks into deeper valleys)
and can radically affect snowmelt rates and distribution during melt off. A bivariate analysis of snow-related response variables in a catchment in the Pyrenees
yielded the following primary indices: elevation, slope gradient, potential direct
solar radiation input (related to latitude and aspect) and wind exposure [Anderton et al., 2004]. These indices, extracted from a high-resolution digital elevation
model (DEM), suggested that there was a strong topographic control on SWE due
to wind redistribution and insolation-enhanced melting.
Snow models of varying complexities are used to estimate and predict snow
accumulation and melt at local to global scales. Process-based energy balance
models seek to comprehensively emulate the fundamental physical influences of
spatial and temporal variability in snow accumulation and melt. Improvements in
the estimation of snow accumulation and melt in such models are often the result of
better representations of the underlying physical processes. For instance Sultana
et al. [2014] studied an alternative snow surface temperature representation and
melt model formulation of the Utah Energy Balance (UEB) model in the Noah
land surface model (LSM) version 2.7.1. By using the force-restore method for
finding snow-skin temperature and allowing for warming and ripening of the entire
snowpack before snowmelt onset, the UEB model improved the representation of
SWE in the Noah LSM. While the accuracy of such models is well established in
the literature [Barry et al., 1990, Blöschl et al., 1991, Walter, 1995], their extensive
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meteorological input data and parameter tuning requirements frequently represent
strong disadvantages for operational applications [Jost et al., 2012].
On the other end of the snow model complexity spectrum are so-called temperatureindex or degree-day models. Temperature-index models estimate snowmelt in proportion to the positive ambient air temperature as well as the elapsed time above
freezing. Development of these models may include the incorporation of other
factors that may increase or decrease snowmelt rates by adjusting the melt factor. Examples include the consideration of potential direct solar radiation [Hock,
1999], measured radiation [Rango and Martinec, 1995] and forest cover [Rowland
and Moore, 1992]. While energy balance snow models usually require complex
data sets and tuning, the inputs to temperature-index models are simpler, more
readily available and in the case of temperature, more or less reliably interpolated [Ferguson, 1999, Stahl et al., 2006a]. However the minimal data utilized
and lack of underlying process representations present limitations to the accuracy
of temperature-index snow models.
The compromise between accuracy and simplicity made by Walter et al. [2005]
was to supply an energy balance snow model with very basic weather inputs and
then estimate other key data. The developed model required only minimum and
maximum temperatures, precipitation and location latitude. Energy balance simplifications included: solar radiation using Bristow and Campbell [1984] and Ndlovu
[1994] approximations for atmospheric transmissivity; long wave radiation using
Campbell and Norman [1998] estimates for atmospheric long wave emissivity; sensible heat exchange using the Campbell [1977] expression for resistance to heat
transfer; convective heat exchange using the Jensen et al. [1990] approximation
for saturation vapor density; and a constant ground heat conduction value of 173
kJ m−2 day−1 [US Army Corps of Engineers, 1960]. The net outcome of these
simplifications was that the resulting model required no more data and still performed better than a standard temperature-index model when compared to in situ
measurements.
The issue of the scale mismatch in the comparison and use of relatively coarse
resolution gridded SWE products alongside point-scale in situ snow observations
is an ongoing problem [Blöschl, 1999]. Snow courses on the order of ten meters
in length cannot be reliably estimated by large-scale gridded products with reso71

lutions in the tens of kilometers [Mudryk et al., 2015]. Accumulation and melt
are heavily influenced by local topographic and weather conditions, in particular
elevation and the presence of wind [Anderton et al., 2004]. Gridded SWE data
have previously been compared with point SWE measurements primarily because
large-scale observations are not readily available [Pan et al., 2003, Sultana et al.,
2014]. A recent review of scaling in the comparison of SWE estimation methods at the mountain range scale by Wrzesien et al. [2017] concludes that while
it is impossible to completely overcome this mismatch, useful evaluations can be
conducted provided appropriate caveats are made. Correlations of appropriately
sampled yearly time series are valuable for evaluating the capability of products
to capture interannual deviations. Pan et al. [2003] further argue that subgrid spatial variability in cold season processes over the larger scale can be accounted for
by using a large number of geographically well spread stations. Therefore, comparisons between gridded data products and point measurements should be made
with caution, and such measurements can arguably be used to improve on those
products, despite the inherent scaling issues.
The objective of this research is to enhance an ANN using three top performing gridded SWE products by incorporating additional data sources that improve
representations of local conditions and the time evolution of the snowpack. This
enhanced ANN will be evaluated by determining mean absolute error (MAE) and
interannual April (peak) SWE correlation using manual snow surveys (MSS) as
ground truth. In developing an approach toward this objective, two hypotheses
were formulated:
1. A simplified snow accumulation and melt model driven by basic weather
data at a relatively high spatial resolution can complement sophisticated but
lower-resolution gridded products in estimating SWE.
2. High-resolution topographic data can complement relatively coarser gridded
products in improving SWE estimation.
These hypotheses will serve as a framework to test the ability of an ANN to fuse information from complementary sources and explore the potential for performance
improvements in the representation of SWE. Mean station MAEs and correlations
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will be calculated for the entire province as well as for the domain of the Variable
Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model, which covers four BC watersheds (Figure 4.1).
VIC is a calibrated hydrologic model [Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, 2014]
that has been shown to simulate streamflow over evaluated BC subbasins with an
average volume bias of less than 10% [Schnorbus et al., 2011]. VIC however requires a serious effort to set up, calibrate and maintain, plus substantial computer
time to run. A comparison of SWE estimates from the ANN with those of VIC is
worthwhile because the effort to set up and run the ANN is considerably lower.

4.1.1

Study Area

Located on the Pacific coast of Canada, British Columbia (BC) is bordered by the
continental United States to the south and the US state of Alaska to the northwest
(inset, Figure 4.1). At approximately 95.2 million hectares, this large and diverse
province is broadly characterized by a flat to gently rolling central interior lying
between a rugged western coastline and several mountain chains along the eastern
border with neighboring province Alberta. BC is comprised of five major physiographic regions. These regions are highlighted in red in Figure 4.1 and listed in
Table 4.1 in order of descending mean SWE accumulations, along with the number of manual snow survey stations, land area, mean Terrain Ruggedness Index TRI
[Riley et al., 1999] and mean station SWE accumulation by survey month. Along
BC’s western margin including the Pacific seaboard, the Coast Mountains and Islands is the most rugged alpine region as measured by mean TRI and receives
the highest snow accumulations, averaging nearly 650 mm SWE across January
through June beginning-of-month mean survey values. The Columbia Mountains
and Southern Rocky Mountains on the Alberta border to the east is also a very
rugged alpine area with the highest mean elevation of 1599 meters above sea level
(masl) when comparing all five regions. Snow accumulations averaging 468 mm
SWE are the second highest in the province. At 28.6 million hectares, the Northern
and Central Plateaus and Mountains region is the largest in BC and has accumulations reaching a mean of 330 mm SWE across monthly surveys. The Interior
Plateau has the second lowest mean SWE of 218 mm and 81 snow survey stations,
the most in the province. The Interior Plains of BC, referred to in this work as the
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“BC Plains”, is the flattest and lowest region with a mean elevation of 642 masl.
It has the fewest stations, lowest station density and lowest mean SWE at 51 mm.
Additional information on the physiographic regions of BC can be found in British
Columbia Ministry of Forests [1995] and Holland [1964].
Figure 4.1 also highlights in blue the domain of the calibrated VIC model run
by the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium [Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium,
2014] for four BC basins: the Peace, upper Columbia, Fraser and Campbell River
watersheds. Table 4.1 lists the numbers of manual snow survey stations for both the
complete BC-wide physiographic regions and for the portions of those regions that
overlap the VIC domain. The stations within each of these domains will be used to
evaluate ANN model configurations and to determine performance relative to the
VIC model, respectively. Mean SWE values shown for the complete physiographic
regions are highest in April, hence the April survey values will be considered peak
season SWE for the purposes of this work.
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Figure 4.1: Physiographic Regions of British Columbia, Canada, overlaid on the
GLOBE 1-km DEM displayed with a standard terrain color map. The five physiographic regions outlined in red are: (A) Coast Mountains and Islands, (B)
Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, (C) Northern and Central Plateaus
and Mountains, (D) Interior Plateau, and (E) BC Plains. Mean SWE accumulations increase from region A to region E. Outlined in blue is the domain covered
by the VIC model as run by the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, which covers four basins throughout BC: (I) the Peace, (II) upper Columbia, (III) Fraser
and (IV) Campbell River watersheds. Manual snow survey station locations
are indicated by purple dots. Inset: A map of Canada adapted from Wikimedia Commons highlights in red the province of BC, bordered to the south by
the continental United States (USA) and to the west by the US state of Alaska
(AK).
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Table 4.1: Physiographic Region Summary

Region
Coast Mountains & Islands
Columbia Mountains & Southern Rockies
Northern & Central Plateaus & Mountains
Interior Plateau
BC Plains

# stations by domain
BC-wide
VIC
57
27
70
66
43
24
81
53
5
3

Area
(×106 ha)
25.3
11.3
28.6
21.1
10.6

Mean
TRI (m)
560
485
268
158
67

Jan
402
309
253
155
49

Mean SWE (mm)
Feb Mar Apr May
523 673 840 821
428 515 590 581
276 343 397 378
196 258 286 237
68
84
89
15

Jun
637
387
331
173
0
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4.2

Methods

Previous work ranked gridded SWE products over BC (Chapter 2) and tested the
performance of various combinations in an ANN model (Chapter 3). Manual snow
surveys were used as target data, and the three best performing products formed
the basis for the ANN which gave the lowest overall mean station MAE. These
products were included in a base ANN that serves as a reference point for this
work.
The Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications known
as MERRA [Rienecker et al., 2011] is a modern reanalysis product generated by
NASA. MERRA relies on conventional observations (e.g. radiosondes, dropsondes, aircraft, ship and buoy) and satellite observations (SSM/I, TRMM, QuikScat,
TOVS and MODIS), which are assimilated using the Goddard Earth Observing
System Data Assimilation System Version 5 (GEOS-5) [Rienecker et al., 2008].
Native horizontal spatial resolution is one-half degree latitude by two-thirds degree
longitude. SWE was downloaded from the MERRA 2D land surface diagnostics
data product (MAT1NXLND) using the data subsetter to retrieve a spatial domain
covering the study area.
The Global Land Data Assimilation System GLDAS [Rodell et al., 2004] uses
advanced land surface models and data assimilation to ingest a host of ground and
satellite-based measurements, generating optimal land surface fields and fluxes.
Produced by NASA, GLDAS runs using 15 minute timesteps to produce three
hour output files. Four land surface models are driven by GLDAS: Mosaic, Common Land Model (CLM) Version 2.0, Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) and
Noah Version 3.3. GLDAS Version 2.0, hereinafter referred to as GLDAS2, drives
the Noah LSM, which runs on a 0.25° × 0.25° grid for all land north of 60°S.
Forced entirely with the Princeton meteorological forcing data set [Sheffield et al.,
2006], GLDAS2 was initialized on January 1, 1948 using climatological soil state
fields represented at four vertical layers. Common GLDAS data sets employed
are the MODIS Land Cover Type product MCD12Q1 [Friedl et al., 2010], the
MODIS 250 m land-water mask MOD44W [Carroll et al., 2009], the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) soil map [Reynolds et al., 1999]
and the Global 30 Arc-Second Elevation (GTOPO30) product. SWE was extracted
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from the GLDAS2 Noah-based three hour data set for the province of BC.
The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011] is a global atmospheric reanalysis available from 1979 to present. A host of land surface, oceanographic, atmospheric
and spaceborne measurements from numerous sources is assimilated using the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) to produce six hour field and flux files at T255
spectral resolution, approximately 0.7°. ERA-Interim/Land [Balsamo et al., 2015],
referenced in this work as ERALand, is an offline simulation of land surface processes using precipitation-adjusted ERA-Interim forcings and an improved land
surface model. Monthly accumulated precipitation adjustments are based on the
Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) v2.1 [Huffman et al., 2009]. The
Hydrology-Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land (HTESSEL)
land surface model contains several improvements over the ERA-Interim LSM: an
updated soil hydrology with a new formulation for hydrologic conductivity and
diffusivity [Balsamo et al., 2009], a new snow scheme including liquid water storage, a snowpack density reformulation and radiative improvements [Dutra et al.,
2010], a vegetation climatology based on MODIS product MOD15A2 [Boussetta
et al., 2013] and a lower stress threshold bare soil evaporation framework [Balsamo
et al., 2011]. ERALand also closes the water balance, making it more appropriate
for climate-related studies than the ERA-Interim implementation. ERALand snow
depths in meters of water equivalent were downloaded from the ECMWF Public
Datasets web interface and converted to mm SWE.
These gridded products were the principle inputs to a base ANN, which was
enhanced in this work. Other covariate predictors used in the base ANN included:
1. latitude
2. longitude
3. station elevation
4. station
 grid
 elevation difference
2πdn
5. sin 365.25 , where dn is the day of the year (dn = 1 on January 1)


2πdn
6. cos 365.25
7. year
8. physiographic region
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Manual snow survey station latitudes, longitudes and elevations were supplied
by the BC Ministry of Environment, as were observations and dates. Observation
days of the year (dn ) were represented as shown in the above covariate predictor list, while simple integer values were used for years. Station grid elevation
differences were determined based on the Global Land One-kilometer Base Elevation (GLOBE) Digital Elevation Model [Hastings et al., 1999], a product of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). All GLOBE DEM
values within gridded SWE product cells were averaged, and the elevations of stations were subtracted from the mean grid cell elevations of their encompassing
cells. Physiographic region boundaries were taken from Bulletin 48 of the British
Columbia Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources [Holland, 1964].
While large-scale gridded SWE products are expected to capture broad temporal patterns, local conditions also control in situ SWE. Slope and aspect affect
snow accumulation and distribution especially in the presence of wind, and these
in turn largely drive ablation patterns once the melt season commences [Anderton et al., 2004]. Roughness of the surrounding terrain alters circulation and snow
distribution patterns. Forest cover, while also an important factor in snow accumulation and melt, is not well documented at the survey site scale and hence was not
considered in this work.
Accordingly, slope, aspect and a measure of terrain ruggedness were included
as covariates in the ANN to be tested for performance improvements. All terrain
calculations were based on the GLOBE 1-km DEM, with the elevation of DEM
cells over water-covered areas masked to zero. Slope and aspect were calculated
using the R [R Core Team, 2015] package SDMTools [VanDerWal et al., 2014]
which utilizes the methods of Burrough and McDonnell [1998]. These covariates
were subsequently converted to Cartesian coordinates according to the decompositions in equations 4.1 and 4.2:
SAsin = slope × sin(aspect).

(4.1)

SAcos = slope × cos(aspect).

(4.2)
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The Terrain Ruggedness Index, TRI, was calculated according to equation 4.3 [Riley et al., 1999]:
TRI =

∑(xi j − x00 )2



 21

,

(4.3)

where xi j = the elevation of each of the eight neighboring DEM cells to the center
cell x00 for which TRI is being calculated.
The R package EcoHydRology [Fuka et al., 2014] contains a snow accumulation and melt routine called SnowMelt that calculates SWE using an energy balance approach but requires limited inputs comparable to those typically used in a
temperature index model [Walter et al., 2005]. SnowMelt solves the full snowpack
energy balance using components estimated from daily minimum and maximum
temperature (Tmin and Tmax ). Besides temperatures, the only required inputs are precipitation, latitude and date. Energy components are calculated using parameters
defaulted to typical values (e.g. ground albedo = 0.25) and approximations such as
the Bristow-Campbell equation for incoming solar radiation [Bristow and Campbell, 1984]. Temperature and precipitation values were taken from daily Australian
National University Spline (ANUSPLIN) fields [Hopkinson et al., 2011, McKenney et al., 2011] over BC which were bias-corrected to match 1971-2000 climate
normals from ClimateWNA [Wang et al., 2012] based on the Parameter-Elevation
Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) [Daly et al., 2008] and subsequently regridded to a 0.0625° resolution. SnowMelt was run using temperature
and precipitation from each of the regridded cells to create a SWE time series, from
which calculated SWE values were extracted for reported MSS observation dates.
SnowMelt SWE series were compared to daily in situ data from Automated
Snow Weather Stations (ASWS). The ASWS network is comprised of weather stations throughout BC which are operated by the Ministry of Environment, BC Hydro, Rio Tinto Alcan and the Greater Vancouver Water District. The automated stations include snow pillows, which measure SWE by reading the overlying pressure
of the snowpack, as well as sensors for snow depth, air temperature and precipitation. Daily snow pillow data are available from the BC River Forecast Centre. Figure 4.2 shows examples of 1999 snow season SWE traces for the SnowMelt model
(black) and snow pillows (red) with 15 and 30 day time lags (orange). Four stations are shown, one in each of BC’s physiographic regions except the BC Plains,
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which has no snow pillows. For comparison, MSS SWE values and means of the
three constituent gridded SWE products are shown in purple circles and blue asterisks respectively. Of the 32 pillows with available data for the 1999 snow season,
the SnowMelt model melted off the snow prematurely 84% of the time. The time
difference between the SnowMelt model and pillow melt-off was generally in the
range of a week to a month. In order to compensate for this discrepancy, a lagged
snow model predictor was introduced into the ANN. Lag combinations tested included the following: 0 days; 0 and 30 days; 0, 15 and 30 days; and 0, 7, 14, 21
and 28 days. Calculated SWE values were extracted for reported MSS observation
dates plus the number(s) of days in each lag combination and included as SWE
predictors in the ANN. Building the covariate predictor matrix in this way blended
the SnowMelt model results along with compensation for its observed performance
limitations into an ANN that relied on gridded SWE products and other very different sources of information.
Using the base set of covariates, additional terrain information and a simple
snow model with lagged SWE values, an enhanced ANN was created using the R
package monmlp Cannon [2015]. Ten test splits were created by leaving out every tenth station from a list ordered by station ID, and mean station statistics were
found for each station in the split for which that station was left out. Predictor and
predictand data sets were constructed using the block bootstrap approach [Davison
and Hinkley, 1997]. Data blocks demarcated by station ID that ranged in size from
10 to 30 years were drawn randomly and with replacement and then appended to
arrays until they reached the lengths of the originals. The performance of each
network configuration was measured using the out-of-bootstrap RMSE. This approach enabled the use of a single cross-validation, which reduced computational
time. A single hidden layer architecture was used for the ANN model, and the
optimal number of hidden neurons (HN) was determined by sequentially increasing HN from one to ten, followed by a logarithmically increasing series up to a
maximum of 222. When three subsequent hidden neuron runs failed to achieve a
lower RMSE, the configuration with the lowest RMSE was selected for the given
test split. The rationale for this approach was to cover most possible configurations
for simple networks but also reduce computational times using larger jumps in HN
when more complicated networks gave lower RMSEs. A minimum of eight hidden
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Figure 4.2: SWE traces for the 1999 snow season, including those of snow pillows
and the SnowMelt model with lags of 0, 15 and 30 days. Mean SWE values
of gridded products MERRA, GLDAS2 and ERALand correspond to the dates
of manual snow surveys (MSS). The following locations are shown: (a) station
1B02 Tahtsa Lake in the Coast Mountains and Islands, (b) station 2C14 Floe
Lake in the Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, (c) station 4A02 Pine
Pass in the Northern Plateaus and Mountains, and (d) station 4B15 Lu Lake in
the Interior Plateau. No automated snow pillows are located in the BC Plains.
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neurons was run for each test split in order to prevent an insufficiently complex configuration from being selected, which was a problem for some of the networks. An
ensemble of 50 members was averaged for each test split, and early stopping was
used to regularize individual ensemble members to prevent overfitting [Prechelt,
1998, Hsieh, 2009]. A hyperbolic tangent activation function was used, and initial
p
random weights were uniformly distributed in the range ± 0.8/din , where din is
the number of inputs or “fan-in” [Thimm and Fiesler, 1997].

4.3
4.3.1

Results and Discussion
Enhanced ANN Comparison

A series of enhanced ANN trials was run with different combinations of terrain
covariates and snow model lags, which are listed in Table 4.2. Base predictors
are those enumerated in the previous section plus the three gridded SWE products:
ERALand, MERRA and GLDAS2. Snow model (SM) lags are shown in days
and indicated according to color: red for SM0 (0 days), green for SM1 (0 and 30
days), light blue for SM2 (0, 15 and 30 days), and cyan for SM3 (0, 7, 14, 21
and 28 days). Topographic covariate combinations where included are indicated
by suffix: “T” for the Terrain Ruggedness Index (TRI), “sa” for slope and aspect
in Cartesian format and “Tsa” for both. Figure 4.3 compares MAEs (panels a
and b) and interannual correlations for the peak SWE survey in April, hereinafter
referred to as simply correlations, (panels c and d) for these runs with the base ANN
(ANNbase) across BC. Mean station values are shown in bar plots (panels a and c).
Whiskers denote 95% confidence intervals determined using the percentile method
on a non-parametric bootstrap of 5000 samples [Jolliffe, 2007]. Box plots (panels
b and d) depict the distributions of differences between the enhanced ANNs and
the ANN without terrain or snow model covariates. The relevant statistics (MAEs
or correlations) were calculated on a station basis for each enhanced ANN and
subtracted from those of a benchmark, here ANNbase. The median (solid black
line), interquartile range (box) and 95% confidence interval (whiskers) were then
determined using the same percentile method [Jolliffe, 2007].
Enhanced ANNs in Figure 4.3 are ordered by snow model lag combinations
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Table 4.2: Enhanced ANN Run Predictor Combinations

ANN Name
ANNbase
SM0
SM0T
SM0sa
SM0Tsa
SM1
SM1T
SM1sa
SM1Tsa
SM2
SM2T
SM2sa
SM2Tsa
SM3
SM3T
SM3sa
SM3Tsa

Base
Predictors
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Snow Model
Lags (d)
0
0
0
0
0, -30
0, -30
0, -30
0, -30
0, -15, -30
0, -15, -30
0, -15, -30
0, -15, -30
0, -7, -14, -21, -28
0, -7, -14, -21, -28
0, -7, -14, -21, -28
0, -7, -14, -21, -28

TRI

slope ×
sin(aspect)

slope ×
cos(aspect)

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

(colored red, green, blue and cyan) and then by terrain covariate inclusion. For
mean station MAE (panel a), there was not a large apparent advantage to increasing
the number and frequency of snow model lags. Within a given snow model lag configuration, however, adding topographic covariates tended to increase MAE. The
95% confidence interval of MAE difference with ANNbase (panel b) did not cross
zero for most ANNs, especially those that did not use slope and aspect. Where the
95% confidence interval does not cross the horizontal zero line, the null hypothesis
is rejected at the 5% level, and the difference between the two models is considered statistically significant. For mean station correlation (panel c), increasing the
number and frequency of snow model lags tended to improve performance, though
for a given set of lags there was usually little difference between the different topographic covariate sets. When considered across the entire province, all enhanced
ANNs showed a statistically significant improvement in correlation over ANNbase
(panel d) as none of the 95% confidence intervals crossed the horizontal zero line.
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Figure 4.3: Performance comparisons of ANNs using various combinations of snow
model lags and topographic covariates with respect to the base ANN (gray bars)
across the province of BC. Covariates included in each combination are given in
Table 4.2. For each of the given combinations, mean station (a) MAEs and (b)
MAE differences with respect to the base ANN as well as mean station April
(c) correlations and (d) correlation differences with respect to the base ANN are
shown. ANN SM2, highlighted in bold, was selected as the enhanced network
for further evaluation.
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Considering the performance of enhanced ANNs across BC, the inclusion of
lagged snow model values tended to both decrease mean station MAE and increase
mean station correlation. However, the addition of slope, aspect and TRI yielded
small increases in MAE with little to no improvements in correlation. This finding
suggested it was better to focus on improvements associated with the addition of
the lagged snow model. The lowest overall mean station MAE (143 mm SWE)
was found for the ANN using the base predictors described at the beginning of
this section plus snow model lags of 0, 15 and 30 days but without topographic
covariates (SM2 in Figure 4.3). Consequently, SM2 was selected as the enhanced
three-product ANN, or “ANN3e”, to be further evaluated against other products
and models. The multiple linear regression (MLR) model using the same predictors
as ANN3e was identified as “MLR3e” in the analyses which follow.

4.3.2

MAE and Correlation Values and Differences

Evaluating the performance of products and models over just the VIC domain (Figure 4.4) allows relative improvements to be gauged in comparison to VIC. Such a
comparison is worthwhile because of the considerable differences in the times to
set up and run the ANN and VIC, as noted in Section 4.1. Within the VIC domain, ANN3e outperformed MERRA, GLDAS2, ERALand, the mean of those
three products, SnowMelt, MLR3e and VIC in both MAE and correlation. Figure
4.4 panels a and c present mean station MAEs and correlations of each product or
combination, while panels b and d show mean station MAE and correlation differences with respect to ANN3e. 95% confidence intervals are indicated by whiskers
on each bar and box. These results were calculated for stations in the VIC domain
in order to enable comparisons with VIC and were comparable to those calculated
for all stations across BC.
In Figure 4.4 panels a and b lower values in mean station MAE and higher
MAE differences (i.e. compared MAE − ANN3e MAE > 0) indicate better performance by ANN3e. Averaging the constituent products resulted in a 3% to 7%
performance improvement over the individual products. The ANUSPLIN-driven
SnowMelt model had a mean station MAE that was an average of 31% lower than
those of the gridded products, and the mean performance improvement of MLR3e
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Figure 4.4: Performance comparisons of the best three gridded SWE products
(MERRA, GLDAS2 and ERALand), the means of those products (Mean3),
the ANUSPLIN-driven EcoHydRology SnowMelt model (SnowMelt), the enhanced three-product MLR (MLR3e) and the Variable Infiltration Capacity
model (VIC) with the enhanced three-product ANN (ANN3e) at stations within
the VIC domain. Mean station (a) MAEs and (b) MAE differences with respect
to ANN3e as well as mean station April (c) correlations and (d) correlation differences with respect to ANN3e are shown.
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was larger still at 45%. ANN3e though had the lowest MAE of all, improving on
the products by an average of 56%. ANN3e also had a mean station MAE 31%
lower than the calibrated hydrologic model VIC. Considering mean station MAE
differences with respect to ANN3e, the ANN3e performance improvements over
all other products and models were statistically significant at the 5% level, as none
of the confidence intervals crossed the horizontal zero line.
Figure 4.4 panels c and d show better ANN3e performance as indicated by its
higher mean station correlations and negative correlation differences (i.e. correlation − ANN3e correlation < 0). Correlations for the gridded products ranged from
0.52 to 0.69, while those for SnowMelt, VIC and various product combinations
and models (Mean3, ANNbase and MLR3e) were similar to one another (0.68 to
0.74) and in many cases had overlapping confidence intervals. ANN3e averaged
a 31% improvement in correlation over the gridded products and 5% to 13% over
other products and models, with a 12% improvement over VIC. The 95% confident levels for correlation differences among all products and models with respect
to ANN3e did not cross the horizontal zero line, indicating ANN3e yielded a statistically significant improvement in the representation of interannual April SWE
variations.

4.3.3

Regional MAE and Correlation Differences

Regional breakouts of these metrics yield insight into the performance of ANN3e
in different parts of BC. Following the confidence intervals for differences approach of Jolliffe [2007], MAE and correlation differences were calculated between ANN3e and each product and combination. Stations were grouped by physiographic region, and 5000 bootstrap samples of these differences were drawn for
just the stations within each region. The box plots in Figure 4.5 summarize the
distributions of the means of these differences in MAE and correlation for each of
BC’s five physiographic regions. Where 95% of the distribution as indicated by
the whiskers does not cross the horizontal zero line, the difference is statistically
significant.
ANN3e performance improvements in MAE are indicated by positive differences of the compared products and models in Figure 4.5a. Statistically significant
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Figure 4.5: Regional comparison of the various products and models relative to
ANN3e over the VIC domain. Mean station (a) MAE differences and (b) April
correlation differences with respect to ANN3e are shown for the gridded SWE
products and their means, ANNbase, the ANUSPLIN-driven SnowMelt model
results, MLR, and VIC.
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MAE improvements by ANN3e were seen in the Coast Mountains and Islands,
Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies, and Interior Plateau, with the greatest
differences seen in the Coast Mountains and Islands for all products and models.
MAE improvements were also found in the Northern and Central Plateaus and
Mountains, but those differences were not statistically significant for SnowMelt,
MLR3e and VIC. MAE improvements were not seen in the BC Plains, possibly
a result of the fact that it is the region of lowest SWE accumulations and fewest
stations.
In Figure 4.5b correlation improvements by ANN3e are signified by negative differences relative to compared products and models. Statistically significant correlation difference improvements were determined in the Coast Mountains and Islands, the Columbia Mountains and Southern Rockies (except relative
to ANNbase), and the Interior Plateau. The greatest correlation differences were
mostly seen in the Coast Mountains and Islands. ANN3e also exhibited the best
correlations in the Northern and Central Plateaus and Mountains (except relative
to Mean3) and in the BC Plains, though only for GLDAS2 and SnowMelt were the
improvements statistically significant at the 5% level for both regions.

4.3.4

SWE Maps and Station Predictions

SWE maps of the major SWE inputs to the enhanced neural network are presented
in Figure 4.6 for April 1, 1999, a high snow year. Major spatial patterns of the maps
showed some similarities. Relatively high SWE values were apparent in the Coast
Mountains and the Columbias and Southern Rockies, with the largest accumulations along the western border of BC. The central parts of the province received
significantly less snow, and accumulations in the northeastern corner were not visible on the scale of those in the rest of the province. Differences in the magnitudes
of SWE were apparent, however. Very high SWE values of 3000 mm and greater
were seen for MERRA in the southwest (panel a), for ERALand in the far northwestern corner (panel c) and for SnowMelt all along the western border (panel
d). The resolutions of the gridded input SWE fields also varied considerably from
0.75° for ERALand down to under 7 km for the ANUSPLIN-driven SnowMelt
model.
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Figure 4.6: SWE maps for British Columbia for April 1, 1999 for (a) MERRA, (b)
GLDAS2, (c) ERALand and (d) ANUSPLIN-driven SnowMelt model results.
Physiographic regions are outlined in red. Land and water masks were created using physiographic region borders [Holland, 1964] and the GLOBE 1-km
DEM [Hastings et al., 1999].

Using ANN3e and the gridded input covariates over BC, a SWE map of BC
was constructed for April 1 of the high snow year 1999 (Figure 4.7a). Physiographic regions are outlined in red, and purple circles indicate the locations of
manual snow survey stations, for which one example per region is shown. High
SWE values of 2000 mm and more in light grays to bright whites were prominent
throughout the Coast Mountains along the province’s western border and to a lesser
extent in the Columbias and Southern Rockies on the southeastern border. Smaller
SWE amounts corresponding to darker grays were found in the central parts of
the province. In the northeastern corner snow accumulations were not discernible
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Figure 4.7: SWE map of British Columbia for April 1, 1999 generated by ANN3e.
(a) SWE map shows physiographic regions (red outlines) and locations of five
MSS stations (purple circles) with letters that correspond to the time series that
follow. These MSS SWE values and traces from MERRA, GLDAS2, ERALand,
MLR3e and ANN3e are shown for snow seasons 1999 to 2005 for the following
stations: (b) station 1D08 Stave Lake, (c) station 2A25 Kirbyville Lake, (d)
station 4B08 Mount Cronin, (e) station 2F11 Isintok Lake, (f) station 4C05 Fort
Nelson Airport. MLR3e and ANN3e are masked outside January 2 and June 15
as in Figure 3.3
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relative to peak SWE values in other parts of the province. Figure 4.7 panels b
through f show the SWE time series at each station for the observations, the gridded SWE products MERRA, GLDAS2 and ERALand, MLR3e and ANN3e for the
1999 through 2005 snow seasons. For these time series the gridded SWE products
often underestimated SWE relative to observed MSS values, particularly at stations with higher elevations and hence higher accumulations (panels b though d).
MLR3e largely corrected this underestimate, though the ANN3e correction was at
times larger and closer to measurements (e.g. panel c). At stations with lower accumulations, both MLR3e and ANN3e tended to overestimate the measured values
(e.g. panel f), but this overcorrection was less severe for ANN3e. An animation of
the weekly province-wide SWE for the 1999 snow season as found by ANN3e is
included in Supplement A. This animation shows a peak SWE on approximately
April 1, with most seasonal snow melting off by the mean end of season survey
date.

4.4

Conclusion

Accurate regional estimates of SWE are critical for quality hydrologic forecasting
and planning in areas of snowmelt dominated hydrologic regimes. While some
readily available gridded SWE products provide reasonable representations of interannual variability, they all underestimate SWE in the difficult context of British
Columbia, Canada, a mountainous area with extensive forest cover and high snow
accumulations. A base ANN combining the best performing gridded products
(MERRA, GLDAS2 and ERALand) and relevant site covariates has been shown
in Chapter 3 to improve MAEs relative to those products as well as the calibrated
hydrologic model VIC within the province. Within the individual physiographic
regions of BC, however, the base ANN was not consistently the best performer.
This work sought to enhance the ANN to improve its performance across all
regions within BC by incorporating additional terrain covariates and output from
a simple snow model. Tested terrain covariates included slope, aspect and Terrain Ruggedness Index (TRI), a measure of surface roughness [Riley et al., 1999].
When compared with daily snow pillow data, a simplified snowpack energy balance model based on Walter et al. [2005] and driven by bias-corrected ANUSPLIN
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temperature and precipitation values was found to reliably estimate snow accumulation, but snow melted off prematurely. Lagged predictors were created from
the SWE time series using several lag sequences. Various combinations of terrain
covariates and lagged snow model values were tested to find the best performing
configuration.
This best performing ANN configuration (ANN3e) blended a simple energy
balance snow model (SnowMelt) with base ANN predictors including the three
constituent gridded products (MERRA, GLDAS2 and ERALand). Comparisons of
the three products, their means, ANNbase, SnowMelt, MLR3e, ANN3e and VIC
determined that ANN3e had the lowest mean station MAE and highest mean station
correlation across the province, which were statistically significant improvements.
Breakouts of confidence interval differences relative to ANN3e determined performance improvements in MAE and correlation over other products and models in
most regions. Most importantly, ANN3e outperformed the calibrated VIC model
in most regions for both MAE and correlation.
ANN3e was then used to generate a SWE map for all of BC for the peak of a
high snow year, April 1, 1999. SWE traces at most individual stations showed better agreement with manual snow surveys, particularly during this high snow year.
These results suggest that such an enhanced ANN may be a viable alternative to
more traditional hydrologic models, both in ability to estimate SWE on a regional
scale and in ease of setup and operation.
Of the first hypothesis mentioned in the Introduction, our results confirmed
that the ANN model was indeed able to utilize the complementary information
contained in the relatively high resolution but simple snow model and the sophisticated but lower-resolution gridded products to improve SWE estimates. Of the
second hypothesis, our results were unable to confirm that high-resolution topographic information can lead to further improvement in SWE estimates by ANN.
While the inclusion of slope, aspect and terrain ruggedness in enhanced ANNs occasionally resulted in small correlation improvements, these improvements were
not consistent, and corresponding MAEs actually increased. Future studies may
explore the sensitivity of local SWE estimates to DEM resolution and topographic
covariate design.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
Accurate estimates of snow accumulations are of critical importance to hydrologic
forecasting and planning especially for hydrologic regimes dominated by spring
snowmelt. These estimates are particularly challenging in BC, a mixed alpine region with complex topography, heavy forest cover and heavy snow accumulations.
Better representations of regional-scale SWE can lead to improvements such as
streamflow forecasting, a key desire of many water resources planners and engineers.
Eight gridded SWE products were compared with manual snow surveys across
the province of BC and within its five physiographic regions. All products on
average had positive interannual correlations but underestimated SWE to varying
degrees. Median correlations generally decreased and the magnitudes of biases
and MAEs increased as the snow season progressed, indicating a declining ability
to capture interannual variability. Performance statistics generally showed better
estimation ability in physiographic regions with lower SWE accumulations. This
analysis determined the following ranking of gridded products in order of decreasing performance: ERALand, GLDAS2, MERRA, CMC, GLDAS1, MERRALand,
GlobSnow and ERAInterim.
The six gridded data products from the original group that covered the study
period of 1980 to 2010 were fused in various combinations with a base set of covariates using an ANN. Other machine learning methods were tested, including
Bayesian Neural Networks [MacKay, 1992, Foresee and Hagan, 1997] and Sup95

port Vector Machines combined with evolutionary strategy [Lima et al., 2013], but
these did not perform better than the ANN despite increased computational costs.
Gridded products were run in an ANN individually as well as with all better performing products, and all possible combinations of the best three were also run.
ANNs which used multiple products performed better than those using only one
product, and the best performing ANN consisted of the best three products plus
covariates. The three-product ANN (ANN3) had higher mean station correlations
and lower mean station MAEs than the individual products and their means. ANN3
also outperformed comparable MLR models within BC and in four out of five
physiographic regions with statistical significance. Comparisons of ANN3 with
the calibrated VIC hydrologic model revealed statistically significant performance
improvements across BC. However, ANN3 performance within the physiographic
regions was mixed, with statistically significant improvements found in no more
than two of five regions.
The final part of this work sought to improve the performance of the ANN
by incorporating supplementary data sources. Various data sources were considered for the ANN but were ruled out or did not result in notable improvements.
Representations of land cover such as the satellite-derived Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) were primary covariate candidates. However, although survey sites are initially located in open or
cleared areas, virtually no reliable information on the evolution of local canopy
closure is maintained. Since site forest cover conditions are not readily available,
the inclusion of land cover could not be justified.
Microwave brightness temperatures (TBs) derived from spaceborne platforms
have been a key data source in SWE retrievals since early in the satellite era [Chang
et al., 1987, Kongoli et al., 2004]. Raw TBs were introduced into the ANN, but
these resulted in increases in mean station MAEs (results not shown), likely because of the introduction of considerable noise into the signal. While it is possible some of this noise may be filtered or counterbalanced by using available data
sources (e.g. atmospheric contribution as represented by NASA’s MOD6 product),
other contributers to noise may not be so easily isolated (e.g. forest cover, which
is not well documented at survey sites, as previously mentioned). As most of the
SWE gridded products already include microwave data, it was decided not to pur96

sue this avenue further.
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) states were also tested as a predictor in
the ANN. Tested ENSO data sets included the Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI)
[Wolter and Timlin, 2011], Bivariate ENSO Timeseries (“BEST”) [Smith et al.,
2000] and Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST), Version 4
[Huang et al., 2015]. While some small improvements were initially seen, the introduction of a province-wide predictor evolving through time further complicated
the required model structure. The likelihood of temporal auto-correlation in the
ENSO predictor would have added another contraint to the parsing of the station
data into test splits, necessitating a more complex cross-validation scheme and corresponding increases in the number of runs and computational time. Furthermore,
the incorporated gridded SWE products also reflect the ENSO signal. As a result,
ENSO was also dropped from consideration as a predictor.
Additional terrain covariates of slope, aspect and Terrain Ruggedness Index
(TRI) were calculated using the GLOBE 1-km DEM. In one isolated case, the
mean station MAE was lowest when TRI was included as a predictor, but the general trend was that the inclusion of these terrain covariates did not lower mean station MAE or notably change April correlations (Figure 4.4). Consequently, slope,
aspect and TRI were not included in the final model.
A simple one-layer snow model driven by bias-corrected ANUSPLIN temperature and precipitation fields was also run for the province. SWE outputs of
this model were compared with snow pillow measurements and found to melt too
quickly at the end of the season, so the calculated SWE values were passed to the
ANN with various time lag values. Results of ANNs using different combinations
of lagged snow model SWE values were compared to select an enhanced threeproduct ANN (ANN3e) for further analysis. Lags of 0, 15 and 30 days resulted in
the lowest mean station MAE with little difference in April correlation, and hence
these snow model lags were used in ANN3e. ANN3e outperformed all other products and models across the province and within most of the physiographic regions
with statistical significance. Notably, ANN3e achieved statistically significant improvements over VIC in MAEs for all but two regions and in correlations for all
but one.
The BC Plains was the region that consistently saw the poorest performance
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by the neural network models and was in fact better represented by the individual
gridded products and VIC. This result is likely related to the differences in topographic and climatic conditions from the rest of BC, as well as the limited number
of survey stations to represent these conditions. The BC Plains are characterized
by much flatter topography and far lower snow accumulations than other physiographic regions. While the ANNs must generally correct large snow underestimates in most of BC, little to no correction is necessary in the BC Plains. Setting
up a separate model for each of the physiographic regions may be an alternative
approach that could lead to better SWE estimates. But the snow survey data limitation particularly in the BC Plains may make a separate machine learning model
difficult to implement even when site conditions and snow accumulations are not
highly variable.
Future work may consider the sensitivity of SWE estimates to DEM resolution,
topographic covariate design and other model specifications. The generated SWE
estimates may be used for a host of applications, such as initializing hydrologic
models with a data set that draws on additional inputs not currently used by these
models. The ANN may be expanded spatially by incorporating SWE observations
from a wider area, though the availability of in situ data and high variability in site
conditions may present limitations as described for the BC Plains. Other limitations such as the lack of physical process representations may preclude the use of
the ANN approach for diagnostic applications. Furthermore, predictor dependencies are difficult to estimate, especially with correlated predictors. However, the
ANN model has successfully demonstrated the ability to combine complementary
information from a variety of sources in order to produce improved SWE estimates
in BC.
The results of this work are representative of a new class of data products that
take advantage of machine learning to fuse data from multiple sources. Such data
sets have a variety of potential applications. Initially conceived as a means to better initialize snow states in VIC by incorporating additional data sources, the ANN
model results can be assimilated into regional hydrologic models to improve water
resources forecasting and planning efforts. Applying the ANN approach to near
real-time data, better estimates of regional-scale SWE could be used for applications ranging from advanced avalanche warning systems to improved ski condition
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forecasts. Finally, as a quasi-observational gridded data product, the results of
this work could be used as a benchmark for other models and products, enabling
regional intercomparisons of peak SWE magnitudes, interannual variability and
decadal trends.
The use of machine learning techniques to solve hydrologic and cryosphere
problems is still in relatively early adoption stages. The growing volumes of available observational data and model results will likely lead to further demands for
techniques that can utilize these resources. This work demonstrates the ability of
machine learning to perform data fusion of multiple and often complementary data
sources, e.g. sophisticated lower-resolution gridded products and higher-resolution
simplified snow models, for improved SWE estimation. Consequently, this work
serves as a prototype for future applications of data fusion approaches in the estimation of snow water equivalent on regional scales.
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